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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

The Consequences of Multiracial Identification
for Candidates and Elected Officials

by

Danielle Lemi

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Political Science
University of California, Riverside, June 2017
Dr. S. Karthick Ramakrishnan, Chairperson

This multi-method dissertation is the first to investigate how race and identity operate for

multiracial elites in the United States. Research on minority elites often makes assumptions

that multiracial elites, who have become more visible in politics, may bring into question.

Does multiracial identification matter for the politics of elites? I explore media coverage of

multiracial elected officials, test whether multiracial candidates have an electoral advantage,

and explore how once elected, multiracial legislators view their identities. I argue that the

politics of multiracial officials depends on their specific racial backgrounds, not just their

multiracial status. I find evidence that non-Black multiracial elites have freedom to assert

their identities in ways not available to multiracial-Black elites, suggesting that the Ameri-

can historical context of anti-miscegenation and the one-drop rule still has ramifications for

minority elites today. This research has implications for campaign and coalition strategies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

”I of course would get the minority vote...because everyone just assumes that
I’m, well, whatever they are.” —Dwayne Johnson on Saturday Night Live May
21, 2017 1

On May 21, 2017, following earlier musings that he had thought about running for president

[Weaver, 2017], actor Dwayne Johnson performed a comedy sketch on Saturday Night Live

with Tom Hanks in which they announced they were going to run for office in 2020 [McCal-

lister, 2017]. In detailing the strong points of their candidacy, Johnson stated he would win

the ”minority” vote, because people commonly view him as a co-racial or co-ethnic. John-

son is Black and Samoan, presents phenotypically ambiguous, and is often assigned parts

where his race is ambiguous [Nelson, 2015], all while his tribal tattoos are on full display.

In short, Johnson is a racially ambiguous actor, thought to be capable of ”representing”

different racial groups on-screen.

Perhaps Dwayne Johnson is on to something. The election of 2016 presented voters

with a variety of multiracial candidates, some of whom openly discussed their racial back-

1[McCallister, 2017]
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grounds. Some well-known examples include U.S. Senator Kamala Harris, who is African-

American and Asian-American [Wire, 2016], but others include U.S. Senator Catherine

Cortez Masto [Masto, 2016], who is Mexican and Italian, and Senator Tammy Duckworth,

whose mother is East Asian and father is White [Jaffe and Lee, 2016]. In 2018, voters in

California will be presented with Ammar Campa-Najjar, a Congressional candidate who

openly discusses his Arab and Latino background [Latimer, 2017]. Because they belong

to at least two racial groups, multiracial representatives may be considered ”descriptive”

representatives for multiple racial groups as well [Mansbridge, 1999, Pitkin, 1967]. Does

multiracial identification matter for the politics of elites? Is there a ’multiracial strategy’?

How do voters from different racial groups evaluate multiracial candidates? Once elected,

how do multiracial representatives view their identities within a legislative setting? In an-

swering these questions, I argue that the politics of multiracial elites is shaped primarily

by their racial combinations, not just their multiracial status. In what follows, I briefly set

the context of this research and situate it in three literatures on race, the media, political

behavior, and legislative politics. I then preview my central argument and the significance

of this research, and close with a preview of the subsequent chapters.

1.1 Setting the Context

1.1.1 The ”Multiracial” Era

Institutional changes in American politics, particularly the 1964 Civil Rights Act,

the 1965 Voting Rights Act, and the 1965 Immigration Act have all contributed to both

2



demographic change and the growth of elected officials of color [Hardy-Fanta et al., 2016].

With each passing election, Congress has become more racially diverse [Bump, 2015, Mar-

cos, 2016]. The presence of mixed race elected officials in political institutions is not new, as

mixed race African Americans have long been active in representational politics [Hochschild

and Weaver, 2007, pg.650] [Adam Clayton Powell, 2002].

What is recent is the freedom with which political elites can publicly discuss and

celebrate their multiracial backgrounds—just 50 years ago, interracial marriage and inti-

macy was still legally prohibited in the United States. The public presence of multiracial

elites arguably reflects shifts in popular understandings of racial identity. This was perhaps

made possible by the recording of multiple-race self-identification on the Census beginning

in 2000 [Williams, 2006], a significant shift from the forced-choice options of years past and

the blood-quantum categories Census numerators used to track African-Americans with

mixed ancestry [Bennett, 2000]. Nearly twenty years have passed since the last change to

the race question on the Census. Since then, the United States elected its first Black and

openly biracial president, with most Americans preferring that Obama identify himself as

Black and White [Citrin et al., 2014, pg.1126]. Today, it is not unusual to read news stories

about ”Blasians” or ”Blaxicans” in the mainstream news [Nguyen, 2016, Bailey, 2015], nor

is it unusual for scholars of identity and the public to engage together whether individuals

can opt-in to racial categories in which they were not born [Brubaker, 2017], and as cases

like Harris, Masto, Duckworth, and Najjar show, it is not unusual to see candidates sharing

their multiracial backgrounds—a clear departure from much of the history of American

racial classification [Davis, 1991, Daniel, 2001, Davenport, 2016b,a, Masuoka, 2008, 2011].
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1.2 Literatures on Minority Elites

Demographic changes and growing diversity in political institutions have inspired

three literatures on race and minority elites: race and media coverage of minority elites,

race and evaluations of minority candidates/representatives, and race and organizational

diversity. I briefly review these literatures here, as the subsequent dissertation chapters

review them more thoroughly.

Research in political communication has examined how the media portrays minor-

ity candidates, focusing on how the media frames minority candidates, but also how they

use race in their campaigns [McIlwain and Caliendo, 2011]. This set of scholarship suggests

that media depictions of minority candidates and candidates’ use of race depends on the

electoral context, the race of the candidate, and the constituents to whom the candidates

must campaign.

Research in political behavior has studied how Whites and non-Whites evaluate

minority candidates. Experimental research in this area has found that while White expo-

sure to a minority candidate may activate racial stereotypes or negative sentiment toward

minority groups, exposing minorities to a co-racial candidate may activate attachments to

group identity [Terkildsen, 1993, McConnaughy et al., 2010, Junn and Masuoka, 2008].

In terms of legislative diversity, scholars have examined the extent to which leg-

islators from non-White groups behave any differently from White legislators in terms of

representing the policy interests of minority constituents [Mansbridge, 1999, Butler and

4



Broockman, 2011, Casellas, 2011, Grose, 2011, Minta and Brown, 2014, Swain, 1993, Rouse,

2013, Whitby, 1997]. This literature suggests that under some conditions, minority legis-

lators may do more work to represent minority groups. Research on intergroup relations

within legislative settings suggests that in some circumstances, some legislators may expe-

rience discrimination within the legislature [Hedge et al., 1996, pg.90][Tyson, 2016, pg.145].

1.3 Enter Multiracial Elites

Although political scientists recognize the multifaceted nature of race [Lee, 2008,

Sen and Wasow, 2016], the literature on minority elites to date tends to conceptualize race

as stagnant and binary, in which elites’ racial identities are assumed to be monoracial and

fixed through time. While scholars have studied at length Barack Obama’s campaign and

the effect of his presidency on American politics [McIlwain and Caliendo, 2011, Tesler and

Sears, 2010], research on multiracial elites beyond Obama is scant. How might our conclu-

sions about media depictions of minority elites, voter evaluations of minority candidates,

and race relations within legislative institutions change once we relax this assumption?

There are three reasons to study multiracial elites. First, the multiracial popula-

tion is rapidly growing [Jones and Bullock, 2012, pg.4], and some evidence suggests that the

rate of multiracial identification at the elite level may be higher than it is among the general

population—nearly 23% [Hardy-Fanta et al., 2013, pg.11]. Second, the two-or-more popu-

lation is concentrated in highly diverse mainland states such as California, Texas, and New

York [Jones and Bullock, 2012, pg.13], suggesting that as younger multiracial persons come
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of age and pursue office, they will be responsible for representing diverse constituencies and

potentially forging coalitions between them. Third, a number of claims have been made

about the multiracial population. On one hand, they represent the ostensibly post-racial,

more ”beautiful” future of the United States [Rice, 2014]. On the other hand, the discourse

on multiracial identity may tread dangerously close to minimizing the relevance of race in

American social and political life—perhaps posing a threat to civil rights [Williams, 2006]

[Squires, 2007, pg.138]. The growth of the multiracial population suggests more leaders will

be multiracial, but whether they will enjoy a political advantage or orient themselves as

”post-racial” leaders is less clear. This study thus investigates the politics of multiracial

elites in the media, among voters, and in the legislature.

To date, extant knowledge about multiracials and politics is limited. It is unlikely

that multiracial leaders will come to serve some concrete, organized ”multiracial interest”

similar to minority legislators serving minority interests [Hochschild and Weaver, 2007,

pg.752] [Lee, 2008], though it is possible that multiracial elites may facilitate coalitions be-

tween racial groups. The scholarship to date suggests multiracials lie at the cross-section

of the social and political experiences of monoracial groups. Multiracial-White groups may

also have more exposure to White neighbors than their minority counterparts, as well as

more exposure to minorities than their White counterparts—being less segregated than

both Whites and non-Whites [Bennett, 2011, pg.718]. Multiracial children, depending on

their racial backgrounds, may have social circles that are ”blends” of their monoracial coun-

terparts [Doyle and Kao, 2007]. Sociological research on multiracial identity suggests wide

variation in the identity socialization of multiracials that may differ by racial combination

6



and environmental factors [Davenport, 2016b, Rockquemore and Brunsma, 2002, Wallace,

2001, Renn, 2004, Lee and Bean, 2010]. While some multiracials may grow up in households

that rarely discuss race [Nishimura, 1998, pg.49], others may be acutely aware of how other

people, particularly family, may not fully accept their backgrounds [Nadal et al., 2013].

In terms of politics, depending on their racial combination and the political issue,

the multiracial population may hold distinct political attitudes from their monoracial coun-

terparts [Davenport et al., 2015, Davenport, 2016a, Masuoka, 2008, 2011]. Thinking about

elites, most Americans from different racial groups would vote for a multiracial candidate,

but only African Americans express the most support for affirmative action protections and

minority status for multiracial people [Campbell and Herman, 2010, pg.1530,1529]. This

suggests that while voters may support a multiracial candidate, they may be skeptical about

whether such a candidate is ”really” a minority.

In summary, in many instances, the multiracial population lies somewhere be-

tween similar to their monoracial counterparts or distinct on particular dimensions. This

dissertation investigates where the politics of multiracial elites may lie, and how voters may

respond to them.

1.4 Central Argument

The central claim in this dissertation is that what matters for the politics of mul-

tiracial elites is not their multiracial status, but their particular racial combinations. In

making this claim, I draw on frameworks of American race relations and the history of
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racial classification in the United States (e.g., Masuoka and Junn [2013], Davis [1991]),

sociological research on the multiracial population (e.g., Davenport [2016b], Rockquemore

and Brunsma [2002], Lee and Bean [2010]), and theories of intergroup behavior and pro-

cesses (e.g., Hogg [2001], Hogg et al. [2012], Kanter [1977]). I argue that media portrayals

of multiracial candidates and elected officials, voters’ evaluations of them, and their expe-

riences within the legislature are shaped by their particular racial backgrounds, not just

their multiracial status, where multiracial-Black candidates and elected officials may face

questions of racial authenticity and encounter barriers to asserting their chosen identities.

I argue that this is because historically, the state and society has treated multiracials dif-

ferently according to their combination, not just their mixed heritage. For example, the

sociopolitical connotation of being multiracial-Black is not the same as sociopolitical con-

noation of being a non-Black multiracial-Asian (e.g., Lee and Bean [2010]). The findings

from this research suggest that the legacy of the ”one-drop rule” lives on in the perceptions

of multiracial-Black officials [Davis, 1991]. While multiracial officials may not be substan-

tially different from their minority counterparts, differences exist between them in terms

of the identity choices available to them and how others validate or question their identities.

1.5 The Significance of This Research

This dissertation provides one of the first insights into how multiracial candidates

and elected officials will fare in the future. More broadly, this research contributes to a

deeper understanding of how race is a barrier or resource for the election of racial minori-
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ties and the ultimate political representation of minority groups. Beyond work about Barack

Obama, we know little about how voters will receive multiracial candidates and whether

playing multiple race cards is a useful campaign strategy. As multiracial candidates become

more common, they will have to campaign to multiple racial constituents to win elections.

This dissertation thus begins a longer conversation about the future of minority represen-

tation in a multiracial context.

1.6 Three Studies

The dissertation proceeds in three chapters. First, I use a content analysis to

explore how the media portrays multiracial elected officials, and how they present them-

selves in both mainstream and ethnic media sources. I find that multiracial-Black officials

must answer questions about racial authenticity that are not asked of non-Black multiracial

officials. Second, I experimentally test whether mentioning multiracial candidates’ racial

combinations has any effect on vote choice among White, Black, Asian, and Hispanic sur-

vey respondents. I find that multiracial-Black candidates may be less appealing to their

non-Black co-racial constituents than other multiracial candidates, compared to a racial

outgroup candidate. Third, I interview multiracial legislators and their racial counterparts

to explore how multiracial legislators view their identities within a legislative setting. I find

that multiracial-Black candidates encounter challenges to their assertions of Blackness or

beyond Blackness, largely because their phenotypes confuse outsiders. In each chapter, I

find a common theme: multiracial-Black elites face particular obstacles to asserting their
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identities and appealing to their non-Black racial counterparts that other multiracial elites

do not. In short, I find that what matters for multiracial candidates and multiracial elected

officials is not just their multiracial status, but the sociopolitical connotation of their par-

ticular racial combinations. More broadly, I find evidence that the legacy of the ”one-drop

rule” shapes the receptions of, and the treatment of, multiracial-Black candidates and offi-

cials [Davis, 1991]. In the conclusion, I discuss the implications of this research as well as

directions for further research.
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Chapter 2

The Multiracial Strategy?

Multiracial Elected Officials and

the Media

2.1 Abstract

Research on race and the media suggests that media sources may highlight the

race of minority candidates, while candidates themselves must decide how to navigate race

during the campaign. While much of this research has focused on candidates belonging to

single racial minority groups. Today, multiracial elected officials, or those who have interra-

cial parentage, have become more publicly known as American demographics and norms of

racial identification have changed. However, little is known about how the media portrays

multiracial officials or how they attempt to present themselves to the media. In a content
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analysis, this article explores how mainstream and minority news sources portray pur-

posefully selected cases of multiracial officials. The findings suggest that multiracial-Black

candidates/elected officials may face questions of authenticity and challenges to asserting

their chosen identities, while multiracial candidates/elected officials who are not Black do

not face these challenges. The implications of these findings for campaign strategies and

the broader position of multiracial officials in the American racial order are discussed.

2.2 Introduction

Minority candidates face two issues when entering public office: dealing with how

the media may portray their race, and deciding whether and how to use race throughout

their campaign [Collet, 2008, McCormick and Jones, 1993, McIlwain and Caliendo, 2011,

Terkildsen and Damore, 1999]. In recent years, there have been cases of elected officials pub-

licly disclosing interracial parentage, most notably Barack Obama, but more recently U.S.

Senator for California Kamala Harris [Wire, 2016] and California Congressional candidate

Ammar Campa-Najjar [Latimer, 2017]. Although multiracial leaders have long been active

in politics, such as Adam Clayton Powell [Adam Clayton Powell, 2002] and Charles Rangel

[Grose, 2011, pg.47] [Adida et al., 2016, pg.817][Moore, 2012], the ”option” to identify as

multiracial was not available [Masuoka, 2011], as individuals with any Black ancestry were

restricted by the ”one-drop rule” [Davis, 1991]. Thus contemporary instances of multiracial

officials openly acknowledging their backgrounds are perhaps a reflection of changing at-

titudes toward multiracial identification, as outward multiracial identification is becoming

more common [Jones and Bullock, 2012, pg.4] [Pew, 2015], and Americans are accepting of

12



officials being identified as multiracial [Citrin et al., 2014, pg.1126].

While there is no official count of officeholders with interracial ancestry or those

who identify as multiracial to discern the universe of potential multiracial officials, the Gen-

der and Multicultural Leadership Survey, which surveyed 1,214 elected officials, estimated

that 4% of elected officials identify as multiracial, while about 23% of elected officials ac-

knowledge multiracial ancestry, and these rates of identification were most common among

women, Black, Latino, and American Indian officials [Hardy-Fanta et al., 2013, pg.11].

These figures are larger than the percentage of the general population who identifies as

such on the Census, which hovers just under 3% [Jones and Bullock, 2012, pg.4], though

according to Pew [2015, pg.6], the figure jumps to almost 7% once ancestry is taken into

account. The public presence of multiracial candidates and their greater propensity to iden-

tify as such raises a key question about race and political strategy: Is there a multiracial

strategy?

To date, most work on race and minority candidates has focused on candidates

from single racial minority groups. Yet multiracial candidates, who belong to two groups

simultaneously, may have the advantage of deploying multiple racial identities to appeal

to different constituencies, while media sources could portray their racial backgrounds in

a number of ways. Are media sources attuned to multiracial identities among candidates

and elected officials? Do multiracial candidates and elected officials themselves use their

racial backgrounds strategically? Drawing on previous research on media and minority

candidates, as well as research on media depictions of multiracial people, this article ex-

plores media coverage of multiracial elected officials. Discerning whether being multiracial

13



is salient in media coverage has implications for the media and campaign strategies available

to different types of multiracial candidates, especially as the multiracial-identifying popu-

lation grows.

This study advances existing work in American race and ethnic politics research by

providing one of the first inquiries into how the media might receive multiracial officials in

the future. In a content analysis of media coverage of purposefully selected multiracial-Black

and multiracial-API officials in mainstream and minority news sources, the analysis finds

that multiracial-Black officials face more questions of racial loyalty than multiracial-API

officials, whose coverage is characterized by celebrations of diversity. The results suggest

that as elected officials become more diverse, media will continue to treat multiracial-Black

officials as Black, a legacy of the ”one-drop rule” [Davis, 1991]—despite higher rates of mul-

tiracial identification among Black officials [Hardy-Fanta et al., 2013, pg.13]. The findings

here have implications for how constrained multiracial candidates will be by race in their

media and campaign strategies.

2.3 Race and Campaign Strategy

Scholars have noted different campaign strategies minority candidates may use to

address race in their campaigns. One strategy is deracialization [McCormick and Jones,

1993, pg.76]. When winning White votes is necessary for electoral victory, minority candi-

dates may present themselves as the candidate for everyone—not just minority voters—by

avoiding discussions about race and issues that are racially polarizing [McCormick and
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Jones, 1993]. Most research about deracialization has been written about Black candidates

in local races [McCormick and Jones, 1993, Vanderleeuw et al., 2004, Liu, 2003]. However,

Latino candidates in higher stakes elections may also deracialize [Juenke and Sampaio,

2010].

Another strategy is toggling, which was developed as an alternative to deracializa-

tion [Collet, 2008, pg.711-712]. In toggling, candidates may frame their campaigns without

reference to ethnicity to White voters, but focus on their connections to ethnic groups, espe-

cially in ethnic media [Collet, 2008]. Toggling may be one form in which minority candidates

strategically discuss race as an appeal to racial authenticity [McIlwain and Caliendo, 2011,

pg.39].

Both approaches conceptualize the strategic use of singular racial categories—

highlighting one minority race or not, or highlighting a minority race at opportune moments—

yet multiracial candidates have more than one race to deploy. Multiracial persons may

identify as explicitly mixed race or biracial, while others identify as singularly white, sin-

gularly minority, or with multiple groups equally—all of which fall outside racial binaries

[Davenport, 2016b, Masuoka, 2011, Rockquemore and Brunsma, 2002, Renn, 2004]. The

racial identities of young individuals with interracial parentage are influenced by a variety

of factors, including household income, belonging to particular religious groups, being a

woman, [Davenport, 2016b], or simply being asked one’s race in front of a parent [Harris

and Sim, 2002, pg.623]. Multiracials (or their parents) may also identify (them) with par-

ticular categories when they believe doing so will result in some sort of gain [Lee and Bean,

2010, pg.106] [Masuoka, 2008, pg.265]. While neither deracialization nor toggling specifi-
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cally address multiracial candidates’ use of race, the two concepts offer two expectations

for what we may observe among multiracial candidates and elected officials over the course

of their careers:

Expectation 1: Multiracial candidates/elected officials will not discuss their race

when interacting with the media (deracialization).

Expectation 2: Multiracial candidates/elected officials will selectively highlight one

racial background to its corresponding constituency (toggling).

2.4 Media Coverage of Minority Candidates and of Multira-

cials

While candidates can control the racial messaging their campaign uses, media

sources may shape the racial narratives associated with minority candidates [Terkildsen

and Damore, 1999]. Newspapers may invoke racial stereotypes in coverage of minority

candidates [McIlwain and Caliendo, 2011], perhaps because relative to White candidates,

minority candidates are rare, or according to Kanter [1977, pg.965], ”tokens,” which may

raise the salience of racial differences between candidates. For instance, Major and Coleman

[2008, pg.324] found that coverage of Bobby Jindal—who is widely known for downplaying

his Indian roots—focused on his Indian background in his gubernatorial campaign; they

speculated that this was due his title as an ethnic first for Louisiana. Relative to White
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men, Asian American candidates tend to be characterized ”good at math and sciences”—

ideas consistent with stereotypes of Asians [Wu and Lee, 2005, pg.236]. Minority women

politicians may be hit by both racialized issues—such as being a Latina candidate associated

with immigration [Gershon, 2013, pg.706]—as well as less favorable coverage than White

politicians [Ward, 2016, pg.332]. Past research on coverage of minority candidates suggests

a third expectation regarding media coverage of multiracial candidates and elected officials:

Expectation 3: Due to their relative infrequency in politics, the media will mention their

multiracial backgrounds more often than their minority backgrounds.

In terms of depictions of multiracial candidates, existing scholarship is limited to

the media’s treatment of Barack Obama, which has emphasized his race as ”Black” [Holt,

2012, pg.282] and centered on discussions of race [McIlwain, 2007, pg.71]. Throughout his

campaign, Obama shuffled between appeasing White racism and appealing to Black voters

[McIlwain and Caliendo, 2011]. In doing so, he often portrayed himself as a candidate who

”embodied” the contemporary electorate [Agoustinos and Garis, 2012, pg.564]. The delicate

dance of balancing his Blackness, with his biracial background, with the image he sought

to construct, and appealing to Whites occurred while dealing with racialized attacks from

multiple political actors [McIlwain and Caliendo, 2011, Tesler and Sears, 2010]. This sug-

gests that while Obama had some autonomy in controlling how his campaign would engage

race, ultimately, his candidacy was racialized by others.

Media coverage of multiracial persons and the historical treatment of multiracials

more generally contextualizes responses to Obama. Studies about the multiracial population
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in the media highlight venue-level differences in how newspapers with different audiences

perceived the multiracial identification issue in the 1990s, when advocacy groups sought

multiracial identification on the Census [Williams, 2006]. One theme in newspapers with

Black readership regarding the Census change centered on the policy implications of mul-

tiracial identification, particularly for policies designed to correct racial inequality [Squires,

2007, pg.138]. Asian newspapers used the Census controversy as a segue for discussing the

heterogeneity of the Asian American community [Squires, 2007, pg.135]. The divergence

between Black and Asian media suggests Black and Asian communities have different per-

spectives on the meaning of multiracial identification for group-level politics. Newspapers

with ”mainstream” readership considered the Census issue in terms of partisan politics

[Squires, 2007, pg.138], and such newspapers also associated the Census issue with the fu-

ture, ostensibly ”post-racial,” America [Thornton, 2009, pg.112-113].

The qualitative differences between coverage is best understood through the con-

text of the contemporary racial hierarchy in the United States, which developed through

definitions of racial categories that were created and re-defined with reference to Whiteness

and Blackness [Masuoka and Junn, 2013]. Historically, multiracial people’s place in society

was determined by their constitutive racial backgrounds. While the ”one-drop rule” was

most relevant for multiracial-Black persons [Davis, 1991], other, non-Black multiracials were

subjected to different rules of enumeration [United States Census Bureau, 1930]. In inter-

views with multiracial people, Lee and Bean [2010, pg.121] found that multiracial-Blacks

believed others perceived them as Black, and as such, treated them as Black—which they

argue is evidence of the ”reproduction of the one-drop rule.” By contrast, multiracial-Asians
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did not face these constraints, and Lee and Bean [2010, pg.90-98] also found that interracial

couples without a Black spouse encountered less social stigma than couples with a Black

partner. For multiracial politicians who reside in this racial context, what likely matters

for their portrayal in the media more generally are thus their constitutive parts, not their

multiracial status. Building on this leads to two more expectations:

Expectation 4: Multiracial-Black politicians will generally be portrayed as ”Black,”

while non-Black multiracial politicians will be portrayed racially in more varied ways.

Expectation 5: Multiracial-Black politicians will have less latitude in asserting their

identities than non-Black multiracial politicians.

2.5 Data and Method

To examine media coverage of multiracial officials, I follow Grose [2006, pg.118,122]

and conduct a content analysis on newspaper articles from the databases LexisNexis and

Ethnic Newswatch that were collected about a purposively selected sample of multiracial

politicians to capture depictions in mainstream media and minority media, as coverage

may vary by news source. A small purposive sample of multiracial-Black and multiracial-

API/Pacific Islander (API) officials who had held legislative office was selected based on

officials who were known to have interracial parentage, but who do not necessarily identify

as explicitly multiracial. A purposive sample such as this is preferable to gain a detailed un-
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derstanding of the different ways in which the media might draw attention to a multiracial

official’s racial background [Creswell and Clark, 2011, pg.173]. Multiracial identification

is a choice [Davenport, 2016b,a, Masuoka, 2011, 2008], and while certain characteristics

predispose individuals to multiracial identification [Davenport, 2016b], there is no ”official

count” of all multiracial elected officials from which to randomly sample.

Newspaper articles were collected from the beginning of candidates’ careers through

November 2014 if candidates ran for re-election.1 Newspaper articles were selected if they

mentioned the candidate’s name. Newspaper articles were selected this way to get an overall

picture of how the media has portrayed these candidates over time, as focusing on specific

contests in different years would render the comparisons between non-comparable cases. For

multiracial Black candidates, the analysis includes: Laura Richardson (D-CA) [Ballotpedia:

The Encyclopedia of American Politics, 2016c], Anthony G. Brown (D-MD) [Ballotpedia:

The Encyclopedia of American Politics, 2017a], and Hansen Clarke (D-MI) [Ballotpedia:

The Encyclopedia of American Politics, 2016b]. For multiracial-API candidates, the anal-

ysis includes: Tulsi Gabbard (D-HI) [Ballotpedia: The Encyclopedia of American Politics,

2017c], Tammy Duckworth (D-IL) [Ballotpedia: The Encyclopedia of American Politics,

2017b], Steve Austria (R-OH) [Ballotpedia: The Encyclopedia of American Politics, 2016a],

Rob Bonta (D-CA), Alberto Torrico (D-CA) [Ballotpedia: The Encyclopedia of American

Politics, 2016d] and Hansen Clarke again, who is Black and Asian.2 These officials were

1Legislators’ careers were tracked using Ballotpedia.org, an organization that maintains a repository
of information on American politics with ”professional staff” [Ballotpedia: The Encyclopedia of American
Politics, 2017d].

2Officials with longer careers, such as Charles Rangel, were not included, due to concerns about biasing
the analysis in favor of the representation of exceptionally high-profile officials who are also significant in the
history of minority representation, as Rangel was a founding member of the Congressional Black Caucus.
Additionally, Kamala Harris, who is Black and API, was not selected as she had not held a legislative office
at the time.
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selected as cases due to variation in race, gender, party, and the level of office held (state or

federal). Efforts were made to locate more Republican multiracial officials, but most mul-

tiracial officials in the sample are Democrats. White candidates were not selected since past

work shows race is rarely mentioned for White candidates [Caliendo and McIlwain, 2006,

pg.56-57], and the existing scholarship has documented the emphasis on race for minority

candidates [Caliendo and McIlwain, 2006, McIlwain and Caliendo, 2011].3

The final analysis contained 6,482 articles. For each candidate, each article was

coded by whether it mentioned (1) the candidate’s race at all (e.g. Asian, Asian American,

Black, African American or specific ethnicity), (2) the candidate’s racial or ethnic combi-

nation (e.g. Black and white), 3) the candidate as a minority (e.g. Only Black, only Asian,

etc.), 4) diversity (e.g. The ’changing face’ of America; changing demographic statistics,

etc.) and 5) a candidate’s self-description of his or her race. These themes were derived

from the literature on multiracial identity [Renn, 2008, pg.16-17] and past content analy-

ses of multiracials [Squires, 2007, Thornton, 2009]. I also coded 6) whether minority news

expressed pride in these officials. A research assistant was used to establish intercoder reli-

ability. Across categories, final Cohen’s Kappa statistics ranged from .78-.98.4 Overall, the

percentage of articles in the entire sample that mention race at all is quite small, a trend

that is consistent with McIlwain and Caliendo [2011, pg.103]’s finding that 75% of news

3Given the racial diversity of Hispanics and the challenges of comparing Hispanic candidates of different
racial groups to other racial groups, this study focuses on multiracials with Asian and Black backgrounds.

4Originally, two research assistants were hired to assess intercoder reliability, but only one stayed on
the project. That one assistant had no knowledge of the objective of the study and coded a random
sample (N=1,450) of the entire dataset. The assistant was first trained in a one-hour session, in which the
assistant was provided a list of coding directions and shown examples of each type of coding. The assistant
practiced and was instructed to code 100 articles alone before proceeding. After the assistant coded 100
articles, intercoder reliability was checked. Where reliability was substantially low and the assistant expressed
confusion, I clarified instructions and had another training session with the assistant.
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articles in elections between whites and minorities for the U.S. House and the U.S. Senate

from 1992-2006 did not discuss race, suggesting the basic coding scheme is consistent with

past research. Moreover, many articles were double-coded, as their themes overlapped. Ta-

bles 2.1 and 2.2 summarize characteristics of the sample and the range of coverage obtained

through LexisNexis and Ethnic Newswatch.

2.6 Findings

2.6.1 Media Depictions of Multiracial Politicians

How does the media portray multiracial politicians? Because they are rare and

often new [McIlwain and Caliendo, 2011, Chapter 4], the media may focus on their mul-

tiracial backgrounds as something unique rather than their status as minority politicians

(Expectation 3). Given the historical context of the ”one-drop” rule [Davis, 1991], the me-

dia may also treat multiracial-Black politicians as singularly Black (Expectation 4). These

cases suggest support for Expectation 3 for multiracial-API officials but not multiracial-

Black officials, in turn indicating support for Expectation 4.

In Tables 2.1 and 2.2, the frequency with which all news articles mention racial

combinations of multiracial officials, their parentage, or whether reporters categorize them

as Black or with an Asian category varied across cases. Generally, reporters categorized

Laura Richardson and Anthony G. Brown as Black more often than they discussed their

racial combinations or parentage. A number of articles with Black readership expressed

pride in Brown and Richardson. For example, after Brown won the Democratic gubernato-
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rial primary in 2014, the Washington Informer congratulated him:

”The son of a Jamaican father and a Swiss mother, Brown, 52, stands to become
the third elected African American governor in the U.S. should he go onto win
the Nov. 4 general election” [Garner, 2014].

One voter remarked,

”To potentially have the first black governor in Maryland who is from Prince
George’s County is incredible” [Garner, 2014].

Richardson was named as one of the ”Black Women Who have pioneered the way in Cali-

fornia” [Simmonds, 2010]. In short, there is little evidence that either Laura Richardson or

Anthony G. Brown were viewed as uniquely ”multiracial.”

While Austria and Bonta’s Asian backgrounds tended to be the focal point of dis-

cussions of race, a sizable number of articles discussed parentage, racial combinations, or

diversity with respect to Clarke, Duckworth, Gabbard, and Torrico. For example, during

a low point in Duckworth’s 2006 campaign, Asian Newsweek (2006) issued a call to all

readers:

”Her compelling story is backed by her sterling qualifications...having grown up
in six Southeast Asian nations as a child of a Thai and American father...We
should help”[Anonymous, 2006].

In the call for action, Asian Newsweek simultaneously ”claimed” Duckworth as a member

of the Asian American Community while differentiating her membership to the community

via her interracial parentage.

Clarke and Torrico, perhaps due to their dual-minority backgrounds, were dis-

cussed as distinctly multiracial, as articles mentioned their specific racial backgrounds or

their parentage. Alberto Torrico in particular was associated with discussions about di-
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versity. For instance, in 2005, the San Jose Mercury News mentioned his Japanese and

Bolivian background, noting,

”the 36-year-old baby-faced legislator is a unique character in Sacramento: the
embodiment of California’s social, cultural, religious, and political diversity”
[Garcia, 2005].

Articles about Tulsi Gabbard tended to focus on her religion, as the New York Times de-

scribed her as ”the half-Hindu yoga practitioner” [Oppenheimer, 2012]. Gabbard is a prac-

ticing Hindu. Although Gabbard is White and Samoan [Basu, 2015], the New York Times

conflated her religion with her race and portrayed her as something unique in Congress.

In short, while these officials were still depicted as Asian, their backgrounds prompted dis-

cussions about diversity and specific group membership, suggesting that to some extent,

multiracial-API candidates are viewed as distinctly multiracial.

2.6.2 Multiracial Politicians’ Self-Presentations in the Media

How do multiracial officials attempt to present themselves? On one hand, mul-

tiracial candidates may deracialize and rarely discuss their race to the media (Expectation

1), and on the other, they may selectively highlight their racial backgrounds at opportune

moments, such as when speaking with ethnic news media.
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Table 2.3: Multiracial Officials’ Discussions of Themselves in the Media

Steve Austria (R-OH) Rob Bonta (D-CA)

Mainstream Media 1 3

Ethnic Media 8 0

Tammy Duckworth (D-IL) Tulsi Gabbard (D-HI)

Mainstream Media 4 5

Ethnic Media 2 20

Anthony G Brown (D-MD) Laura Richardson (D-CA)

Mainstream Media 6 4

Ethnic Media 0 1

Hansen Clarke (D-MI) Alberto Torrico (D-CA)

Mainstream Media 6 3

Ethnic Media 12 1

Looking at Table 2.3, overall, this sample rarely ever discusses their racial back-

grounds. At first glance, this might suggest that multiracials deracialize their narratives

across their careers. Looking further at Table 2.3, however, suggests that this sample in-

stead discusses their personal backgrounds with varying frequency depending on with which

media venue they are speaking. Reading the articles suggests that when they did discuss

their racial backgrounds, they did so strategically, highlighting the most venue appropriate

backgrounds. At times, multiracial-API self-descriptions appeared disconnected to substan-

tive issues facing minority constituents. For example, in 2009, after mentioning his intent to

coordinate with the Philippine Embassy on Filipino issues, Austria highlighted his exposure

to Filipino culture in The Filipino Express:

”It was so important in my family, and especially to my father, that we knew
and understood Filipino traditions and customs. One of my best memories is of
a trip I took to the Philippines upon graduating from high school” [Anonymous,
2009].

Instead of mentioning specific issues he would work on or specific steps he would take
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to advocate for Filipino Americans, Austria instead recalled a story about visiting the

Philippines as a teenager. In other words, his personal anecdotes appeared to lack substance,

but he worked to establish his membership as a Filipino American. Austria only mentioned

his background once in mainstream news, but in 2008, told reporters:

”[his father] felt very strongly about...being a legal citizen in this great country
and having the opportunity to succeed” [Wehrman and Outten, 2008].

In short, he used his father’s background to implicitly make a statement about his position

on immigration as a Republican.

Similarly, Duckworth used her background to appeal to immigration in mainstream

news, but reporters in Asian news perceived her as downplaying her Asian background.

During her 2006 campaign, Asianweek commented, ”Duckworth does not describe herself

as an APA activist, but she has always been connected to her heritage” [Cualoping, 2006].

While Duckworth was careful not to present herself as ”the Asian” candidate, like Austria,

she used her background to discuss immigration issues:

”Even though my background is Asian-American, I have similar stories. I get
it...my family was split up” [Lester, 2012].

In short, multiracial-API candidates highlighted their backgrounds to minority audiences

to appeal to those groups, and used their backgrounds to discuss issues, particularly immi-

gration.

Whereas multiracial-API officials used their backgrounds as leverage for their

stances on immigration, multiracial-Black officials discussed their Blackness, seemingly

against their will, in mainstream media. For example, Anthony G. Brown faced ques-

tions about racial authenticity from other Black politicians. In 2014, the Washington Post
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described a mayor’s skepticism about Brown initially identifying as ”multiracial,” but later

calling himself ”black” [Fisher and Wagner, 2014]. Comments like this likely made Brown

uncomfortable, as in 2004, one news story noted he preferred a ”colorblind approach” [Barr,

2004]. In 2004, one article noted that in the past, Brown would use his parentage to satisfy

questions about his identity: ”My father’s black; my mother’s white,” and recalled an in-

cident in college that propelled him to ”[become] more self-consciously African American,”

noting, ”I knew I couldn’t get off the fence and identify myself as white” [Barr, 2004]. For

Brown, news reporters were particularly interested in his background, despite his attempts

to move beyond discussing his personal identity. Coverage about Brown also highlights the

identities that were available to him—not the ones he could choose.

Hansen Clarke also faced questions about Blackness. In his 2012 campaign, con-

troversy surrounded the status of his mother, whom Clarke had described as Black, but

whose death certificate listed as white [Lessenbery, 2012]. The Detroit Free Press reported

that his opponent, Mary Waters, took issue with his identity:

”He used to say that he was raised by a black woman...now he’s saying he’s
Asian...I don’t like that kind of shifting, saying one thing in front of one group,
another thing in front of another” [Gray, 2012].

To quell the rumors, Clarke told the Windsor Star (Ontario) that his mother ”was black.

But she was light-skinned, and, yes, she wanted to pass for white,” [Lessenbery, 2012]. Like

Brown, questions about Clarke’s racial identity and subsequent racial loyalty were worthy

of coverage in mainstream newspapers.

Clarke had addressed issues about Blackness two years earlier. In 2010, India

Abroad printed excerpts from a speech Clarke gave at a meeting held by the American

Leadership Initiative:
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”A drop of black blood makes you black. But in...1992, my opponent said I was
not black enough. He also said my name is Hansen Hashim Clarke, which was
true.... How I look, I [am] proud of it” [Joseph, 2010].

For Clarke, his phenotype may have been an issue, as outsiders may not easily read him as

”Black,” and as such, question whether he is Black at all.

Although he embraced both backgrounds, he still used his specific backgrounds

strategically. For instance, in a 2011 interview with India West, he emphasized his Bangladeshi

background [Springer, 2011]. Similarly, in news with Black readership, Clarke portrayed

himself as a member of the African American community at an NAACP dinner in 2012,

characterizing the Black community as his community in a statement about criminal justice:

”’The state of our people is not well,’” [Minehaha, 2012]. In short, with Asian audiences,

Clarke highlighted his Asian background, and with Black audiences, Clarke highlighted his

Black background.

In terms of Expectations 1 and 2, these readings suggest that multiracials attempt

to ”toggle,” but multiracial-Black officials face constraints on their ability to do so, as they

must answer questions about their identity choices [Collet, 2008]. Multiracial-API legisla-

tors could shift freely by acknowledging their Asian backgrounds to Asian sources and but

use their backgrounds to establish credibility on issues related to immigration. The media

did not report any questions about racial or cultural authenticity. By contrast, although

multiracial-Black officials also behaved strategically by adopting ”colorblind” approaches

with mainstream audiences, they were less able to avoid questions about race from reporters

and political opponents, and reporters viewed debates about Blackness as worthy of dis-

cussion. In summary, this reading is more consistent with Expectation 5, which expected
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that multiracial-Black politicians would have less latitude in asserting their identities than

non-Black multiracials.

2.7 Discussion and Conclusion

This study examined how the media portrays multiracial elected officials from a

variety of backgrounds in different venues. The findings have implications for candidate

campaign strategies and how multiracial officials will be received in the future. Although

the findings are constrained by the limitations of purposive sampling, the individual charac-

teristics of the elected officials that were sampled, and the political contexts in which those

officials reside, this research nonetheless provides some insight into how multiracial officials

will be portrayed in the media in the future.

Three points should be taken from this research. First, across the careers of this

set of candidates, race is rarely mentioned, and mentioned far less than what McIlwain and

Caliendo [2011, pg.103] found. One possibility was that race is mentioned most when candi-

dates first enter the political scene as ”firsts” (e.g., Terkildsen and Damore [1999, pg.696]),

and that discussions of race fizzle out over time. For these candidates, while there was some

variation, the patterns were not conclusive. This suggests that while race is still mentioned,

multiracial officials might generally avoid discussions about race in the media. Moreover, it

is possible that reporters might generally not view multiracials in the same ways in which

minority candidates are viewed, suggesting multiracial officials might occupy a unique posi-

tion relative to White and singular minority candidates. More work is needed to tease out
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regional, partisan, and ethnic group effects for different multiracial combinations.

Second, these findings are consistent with what existing research about multira-

cials finds more generally. Lee and Bean [2010, pg.122] have found among that young adult

children of interracial couples, those who are not Black have greater agency in expressing

their racial identities than those who are Black. This research suggests that pattern ex-

tends to multiracial officials. Additionally, this research shows the continued relevance of

the one-drop rule for multiracial-Black elected officials [Davis, 1991]. Despite the election

of a biracial president and increasing racial identification, multiracial elected officials, to

different degrees, remain bound by the norm of hypodescent [Hollinger, 2003]. To some ex-

tent, multiracial elected officials are treated as both minority tokens and multiracial tokens

[Kanter, 1977]. On one hand, they may ”embody” the future of race in America, as their

mere presence is often viewed as a measure of racial progress. However, preoccupations

with multiracials’ interracial parentage, such as Duckworth’s ”American father” and ”Thai

Mother,” whether Clarke’s mother was ”really Black,” if Anthony G. Brown was Black or

White, suggests multiracial officials embody racial taboos that harken back to laws against

interracial sex and marriage between Whites and other races [Pascoe, 2009]. That Laura

Richardson escaped discussions about racial identity suggests that multiracial-women legis-

lators may be less likely to be perceived as non-White (e.g., Davenport [2016b, pg.72]), but

more work is needed to examine media coverage and racial group differences by gender, as

Brown [2014a, pg.300-304] has found that biracial Black women legislators may encounter

issues with skin color.

Third, the various self-descriptions of multiracial officials in different news sources
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suggest they use race strategically in different venues, but within the limits of their racial

backgrounds. Although these multiracial officials highlighted their most venue-appropriate

backgrounds in interviews with reporters, multiracial-Black officials faced questions of racial

authenticity and loyalty that multiracial-API officials did not. One implication is that dif-

ferent campaign strategies will more accessible to some multiracials than others, as only

some will be permitted to shift their identities without answering to others or being forced

into a singule category. While multiracial-API officials might have more luck toggling their

identities or deracializing their campaigns if they wish [Collet, 2008, McCormick and Jones,

1993], multiracial-Black officials may face obstacles making use of both strategies, as re-

porters in coverage of these officials raised questions about race that candidates such as

Anthony G. Brown and Hansen Clarke ostensibly sought to avoid. The campaign strategies

for multiracial-Black candidates might thus revolve more around balancing what McIlwain

and Caliendo [2011, pg.40] term appeals to racial authenticity with racial defense, but in-

stead of dealing with racialized political attacks from White adversaries, multiracial-Black

candidates will have to defend against questions of identity loyalty. By contrast, multiracial-

API candidates will have more freedom to engage in electoral passing where they simply

avoid discussions about race [McIlwain and Caliendo, 2011, pg.121]. However, these findings

call attention to the role of candidates’ identities in media politics: the coverage is about

how different candidates choose to self-identify and how reporters and minority opponents

raise questions about multiracial identity loyalties. As multiracial candidates become more

common, their campaign calculus will likely have to consider which race, and when on

which, to campaign.
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Chapter 3

The Multiracial Advantage?: The

Effect of Candidate Multiracial

Identification on Vote Choice

3.1 Abstract

Existing scholarship has examined the conditions under which voters prefer or pe-

nalize candidates from and outside of their racial group. Today, political candidates belong

to multiple groups simultaneously. How do multiracial candidates fare electorally relative to

their monoracial counterparts? I argue that cueing multiracial identification provides mixed

information about how well a candidate adheres to group norms, which in turn results in

multiracial candidates having less influence on voters than their monoracial counterparts.

Moreover, the amount of influence multiracial candidates do have depends on their racial
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combinations, as particular combinations provide an array of information used to select a

candidate. I test this argument in a conjoint survey experiment on Whites, Blacks, Asians,

and Hispanics, in which candidate race was manipulated to be monoracial or multiracial,

along with other candidate attributes known to influence vote choice. I find some support

for these claims. These findings have implications for multiracial candidates’ campaign

strategies and abilities to build multiracial coalitions.

3.2 Introduction

During the 2016 election, voters across the country were presented with candi-

dates of color who were characterized by unusual racial backgrounds. For example, Athena

Salman, a Democratic state representative from Arizona, is Arab and Mexican [Forsythe,

2016]. Then-candidate California U.S. Senator Kamala Harris, identified as both African

American and Asian American on her website [Harris, 2016]. Along with Harris, Tammy

Duckworth (D-IL), whose mother is Thai and father is White [Jaffe and Lee, 2016], and

Catherine Cortez Masto, who is Latina and White [Masto, 2016], represented three of the

four women of color elected to the Senate in 2016. Some evidence suggests that multira-

cial officials may disclose their racial identities strategically. For instance, Charles Rangel

(D-NY), a founding member of the Congressional Black Caucus, has discussed his Latino

identity more frequently in response to changes in his district [Adida et al., 2016, pg.817]

[Grose, 2011, pg.47] [Moore, 2012]. In a policy report by Asian and Pacific Islander Amer-

ican Vote (APIA) on Asian Americans that manipulated information about Harris’s racial
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background, preferences for Harris increased by 11% when she was framed as ”half” Asian

relative to when her race was not mentioned at all [Asian and Pacific Islander American

Vote, 2016, pg.15]. This finding, coupled with the fact that primary polls suggested that

52% of Black voters surveyed pledged support to Harris, suggests she held a multiracial

advantage [Alvarez, 2016].

According to the 2006-2007 Gender and Multicultural Leadership Survey, when

elected officials were asked about their race or ancestry, nearly 27% disclosed multiracial

backgrounds [Hardy-Fanta et al., 2013, pg.11], a figure far higher than the Census Bureau’s

estimate of the two-or-more races population [Colby and Ortman, 2015, pg.9]. Candidates

who disclose multiple racial backgrounds–the public acknowledgement of which is still rel-

atively rare in the general population—ostensibly do so because they think multiracial

identification will help them win elections. Their behavior raises an important question:

How do multiracial candidates, or those identified with two races, fare electorally relative

to their monoracial, or those identified with one race, counterparts?

Understanding the electoral opportunities of candidates of color from an array of

backgrounds is integral to understanding the future of minority representation. Experi-

ments on racial cues indicates that voters, both Whites and non-Whites, use information

about a candidate’s race to make decisions about political candidates [Adida et al., 2016,

Barreto, 2010, Lerman et al., 2015, McConnaughy et al., 2010, Sigelman et al., 1995, Terk-

ildsen, 1993, Weaver, 2012]. That set of scholarship also focuses on how individuals with

”linked fate,” or with identities that are interwoven with the sociopolitical standing of their

racial groups [Dawson, 1994, Sanchez and Masuoka, 2010, Schildkraut, 2015, 2012], may
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support co-racial candidates, and how Whites who hold negative beliefs about minorities

may penalize minority candidates [Terkildsen, 1993, McConnaughy et al., 2010]. Much of

the previous research in this area has focused on candidates with monoracial backgrounds,

rather than candidates who belong to multiple racial categories simultaneously. However,

multiracial candidates are likely to become more common in American politics, and fully

understanding the relationship between race and voter behavior, especially as the country

becomes more diverse, requires scholars to move beyond focusing on the effects of single

racial categories.

In theory, multiracial candidates stand as descriptive representatives for multiple

racial groups [Mansbridge, 1999, Pitkin, 1967]. Given that multiracial candidates belong to

at least two races simultaneously, they may appeal to a broader population because they

are, by definition, counter-intuitive to what Americans might imagine as a ”Black” candi-

date or an ”Asian” candidate. In this article, I argue that cueing multiracial identification

provides mixed information about how well a candidate adheres to group norms, which in

turn results in multiracial candidates having less influence on voters than their monoracial

counterparts. Furthermore, I argue that the current American racial hierarchy [Masuoka

and Junn, 2013] constrains the appeals of multiracial candidates to different voters, such

that multiracial candidates are rejected or embraced by their co-racial groups on the basis

of their particular combinations. I test this argument in a conjoint survey experiment on

Whites, Blacks, Asians, and Hispanics, in which candidate race was manipulated to be

monoracial or multiracial, along with other candidate attributes known to influence vote

choice. The results suggest that relative to monoracial candidates not from the multira-
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cial’s group (e.g., Asian and White relative to Hispanic), multiracial candidates exert less

influence than their monoracial counterparts on vote choice among co-racial voters. I find

limited evidence that those with linked fate racial identities penalize multiracial candidates.

These findings have implications for these candidates’ abilities to build multiracial coalitions

on their journeys into office.

3.3 The Multiracial Advantage?

On the surface, it would seem that having a multiracial background would benefit

a candidate, as she would have more attributes to deploy to present herself as ”one of” her

voters [Richard F. Fenno, 1978, pg.58]. While a monoracial candidate may deploy multiple

attributes as well, such as gender or class, being a multiracial candidate could be espe-

cially advantageous when targeting different racial constituencies. For example, not only

can Kamala Harris highlight her African-American background, she also has the option to

use her Indian American background to appeal Indian Americans in the state, as well as

Asian Americans more generally. While multiracial candidates have appeared in the press

recently, their presence in representational politics is not new—during the Reconstruction

period, most Black members of Congress were also multiracial [Hochschild and Weaver,

2007, pg.650]. One of the most interesting cases of multiracial elected officials is former

Congressman Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. [Adam Clayton Powell, 2002], who like Congress-

man G.K. Butterfield, could easily be mistaken for a White man by appearance [Hearn,

2007]. The earlier representation of multiracial-Blacks in Congress suggests that a multira-
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cial advantage may indeed exist [Hochschild and Weaver, 2007, pg.650].

There are few studies that directly study multiracial candidates, but what does

exist provides a mixed picture about whether, when, how, and among whom multiracial

identification matters. Research about the country’s first Black—and openly multiracial—

president does not suggest a clear advantage. While Andersen and Junn [2011, pg.459]

found that Obama could receive more favorable ratings from Whites if he presented himself

closer to Whiteness, as in mingling with White people, Obama’s election has been associ-

ated with what Tesler [2013] calls ”the return of old-fashioned racism,” suggesting that a

mixed-race Black candidate cannot escape the racist holdovers of American history. Other

work illustrates variation in White attitudes to Obama—Piston [2010, pg.439] found that

Whites who believed Blacks were ”lazy” and ”unintelligent” were less likely to report voting

for Obama in 2008, but Block [2011, pg.436] found that support for Obama was higher for

Whites who reported more ”comfort” with him. This suggests that support for multiracial

candidates, at least those who are Black, may hinge more on racial attitudes toward their

constitutive parts, not just their multiracial background.

In an experiment that used hypothetical Black and White candidates with in-

terracial parentage, Masuoka [2015, pg.96-97] found that relative to a White candidate,

regardless of self-identification, multiracial candidates were viewed to be more capable on

”civil rights issues.” Respondents rated the candidate who identified as ”African American”

as better able to address civil rights than the candidate who called himself ”biracial” [Ma-

suoka, 2015, pg.97]. This would suggest that so long as a multiracial candidate identifies

with a group, they can project an image of credibility on issues relevant to that group. Still,
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Masuoka [2015, pg.97] found that two of the candidate profiles denoting multiracial iden-

tification were perceived as less capable on ”improving poor urban areas” than the Black,

non-multiracial, candidate. Masuoka [2015]’s findings suggest that multiracial identification

is a weaker signal for how well a candidate conforms to what may be expected of minority

candidates. This also suggests that a multiracial candidate may be thought to understand

particular racialized issues more than someone from the outside, but that someone who is

closer to the group via racial membership may be viewed as an even more legitimate leader

on an issue.

Research on phenotype and Black candidates suggests that having lighter skin—

and ostensibly being multiracial—is helpful for securing White support [Terkildsen, 1993,

pg.1045] [Weaver, 2012, pg.186]. Moreover, some evidence exists that Black and White

political figures, such as Colin Powell, may be untouched by Whites’ negative beliefs about

Blacks, in part, as Kinder and McConnaughy [2006, pg.157,163] suggest, because he does

not fit what most people think of when they think of a ”Black” person. This suggests that

when appealing to White voters, partially-White multiracial candidates may be spared by

the beliefs associated with racial minorities because by definition, they are atypical group

members. Among Blacks, Kinder and McConnaughy [2006, pg.159] found evidence suggest-

ing that linked fate had no bearing on attitudes toward Powell. This suggests that racial

minorities who have linked fate may not extend it to multiracial candidates, but will not

necessarily withhold it either.

As with other racialized information [White, 2007], the significance of an ostensibly

multiracial candidate’s skin tone may operate differently for minority voters. As darker skin
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is associated with racial authenticity for non-Whites [Hunter, 2007, pg.244], Lerman et al.

[2015, pg.67] tested whether exposing Black Democrats to candidates who varied in skin

tone would raise questions of racial authenticity, finding no detectable evidence that those

with stronger racial identities had any skin tone preference; instead, ideologically conserva-

tive Black respondents exhibited preferences for a darker candidate. Lerman et al. [2015,

pg.58] argue that this is because for conservative Blacks, darker skin may indicate ideology.

This suggests that while some multiracial-Black—and perhaps lighter-skinned—candidates

may appeal to Whites, racial minorities across the ideological spectrum may wonder where

a multiracial candidate stands on issues that are important to them.

Regarding other multiracial politicians, Adida et al. [2016, pg.824-825] examined

the effect of mentioning Charles Rangel’s either Black or Latino parentage on Blacks’ and

Latinos’ evaluations of Rangel, finding that either frame yielded relatively high ratings from

Blacks, but not to the same extent for Latinos. Adida et al. [2016, pg.816,821] argue that

this is because Blacks and Latinos have qualitatively different experiences with discrimi-

nation, such that Blacks who perceive discrimination support other minority candidates as

part of a larger struggle of being a racial minority in this country. Their finding reinforces

the notion that racial cues operate differently for different groups [White, 2007, Mendel-

berg, 2001, Junn and Masuoka, 2008]. In terms of other multiracial-Latino candidates,

Barreto [2010, pg.152] found that Latinos being aware that presidential primary candidate

Bill Richardson (D-NM)—who is also Anglo—was Latino, was associated with supporting

Richardson, indicating that a multiracial candidate may overcome a name that demarcates

them as members of another group if voters know the candidate is a co-racial.
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Although all of these studies contribute to our growing state of knowledge of mul-

tiracial and racially ambiguous elites, extensions can be made. First, these studies do

not test the effect of mentioning two racial categories at the same time. This is impor-

tant, as multiracial candidates like Kamala Harris (D-CA) and the up-and-coming Ammar

Campa-Najjar (D-CA) expose potential voters to their dual backgrounds on their campaign

materials. Although Adida et al. [2016] use a real-world politician in their study, adding

greater generalizability to their findings, priming a candidate’s parentage is not the same

as priming a candidate’s racial background. People who have interracial parentage may

not identify as multiracial [Masuoka, 2011, pg.184], and as Adida et al. [2016, pg.817] note

”Rangel is well known and had for decades presented himself primarily as African Amer-

ican.” Moreover, in testing the effect of cues about parentage, Adida et al. [2016, pg.822]

mention the gender of Rangel’s ”Latino father” and ”Black mother.” It is possible that

mentioning gender alongside racial parentage may bring to mind beliefs people hold about

interracial couples [Lee and Bean, 2010, pg.90-98], making it difficult to separate parentage

from racial identification. Similarly, Masuoka [2015, pg.92-95] uses candidate profiles that

include information about parentage and self-identification, making it difficult to separate

the effects of what I suggest are distinct messages. In short, in both studies the effect of race

is what Hainmueller et al. [2013, pg.2] call ”aliased,” as respondents may either be reacting

to information about descent, information about racial membership, or information about

self-identification.

Second, one of the limitations of past experimental work on evaluations of multira-

cial candidates or racially ambiguous candidates is that it rarely manipulates all possible
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factors associated with racial identification, including gender [Davenport, 2016b, pg.61], na-

tivity status [Sen and Wasow, 2016, pg.506], and factors such as political experience, which

is relevant given the perception that minority candidates are incompetent [Sigelman et al.,

1995, pg.257]. Ultimately, existing research on multiracial candidates or racially ambiguous

candidates tests the effect of being identified as a racial minority while taking into account

a candidate’s name, ideology, and to whom they are being compared [McConnaughy et al.,

2010, Terkildsen, 1993, Weaver, 2012, Sigelman et al., 1995], but not while accounting for

other factors correlated with both race and candidate evaluations.

Third, the aforementioned scholarship rarely considers multiple racial groups in

relation to each other—likely due to research costs. As others have noted [Adida et al.,

2016, pg.818], few studies examine how multiple racial groups react to minority candidates.

Yet sampling from all racial groups is important—not just for cross-comparisons of treat-

ment effects, but because racial classification strongly denotes a group’s social and political

position in the United States [Masuoka and Junn, 2013], and in turn, the political goodies

that group may enjoy. The United States is moving closer to a time where in some regions,

it will not be unusual for an Asian candidate to run against a Black opponent while compet-

ing in a district with a sizable Latino population. Understanding how race affects behavior

necessitates maximizing variation in race by sampling multiple groups at a time [Masuoka

and Junn, 2013].

Finally, while not an inherent limitation, existing research centers the study of

multiracial or racially ambiguous candidates from the perspective of social identity theory

[Tajfel and Turner, 1986]—how the voter may call upon her attachment to her identity when
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researchers prime her to focus on the identity she shares with the candidate [Adida et al.,

2016, Barreto, 2010, McConnaughy et al., 2010], with less attention paid to what multira-

cial identification may mean to a voter when she must consider the candidate’s other half.

In what follows, I present a theoretical argument and an experiment that addresses these

points.

3.4 Theory and Hypotheses

The central goal of this study is to determine whether being a multiracial candi-

date is more advantageous than being a monoracial candidate. If a candidate’s race and all

of its components (e.g., Sen and Wasow [2016]) serves as a heuristic for voters from all racial

groups [Dawson, 1994, Sanchez and Masuoka, 2010, Schildkraut, 2015, Lau and Redlawsk,

2001], I argue that a multiracial cue, in the form of identifying a candidate with two racial

categories, offers mixed information about how well a candidate conforms to group norms.

Multiracial identification may communicate where a candidate stands politically with re-

spect to the group, and in turn, whether she will work to represent that group. I also argue

that the effect of a multiracial cue depends on its racial combination, as the combinations

themselves hold buckets of information of the racial positions and potential ideology of can-

didate in question. I base this claim on implications derived from social identity leadership

theory [Hogg, 2001, Hogg et al., 2012, Hogg and Reid, 2006], existing work on race and

political behavior [Dawson, 1994, Schildkraut, 2015, Sanchez and Masuoka, 2010], and the

institutional context of racial classification in the United States [Masuoka and Junn, 2013,
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Davis, 1991].

To formulate testable hypotheses, I ground this study in the social identity the-

ory of leadership, which social identity theorists derive from social identity theory and

self-categorization theory [Abrams and Hogg, 1990, Hogg, 2001, Hogg et al., 2012, Tajfel

and Turner, 1986]. I use this framework because this is a study about how individuals—

candidates—who belong to multiple groups along a single dimension—race—might influence

other people—voters—from different racial groups. I define ”influence” using Abrams and

Hogg [1990]’s definition which they quote from the (1986) Dictionary of Personality and So-

cial Psychology—which I use here—as: ”any change which a person’s relations with other

people (individual, group, institution, or society) produce...on his (sic) intellectual activi-

ties, emotions, or actions” (as cited in Abrams and Hogg [1990, pg.195], cited from Harre

and Lamb [1986, pg.328]). In this study, I am interested in whether and to what extent

multiracial candidates can get their co-racial voters to support them on the basis of race,

while taking into account all other relevant factors.

Self-categorization theory, from which the social identity of leadership theory de-

scends [Hogg, 2001, pg.187], contends that individuals process social situations in terms of

”salient” social categories with which they identify [Abrams and Hogg, 1990, pg.196]. Rel-

evant for this study is the idea that those who identify with a particular group ”cognitively

[represent] social categories as protoypes,” or exemplars of what it means to be a member

of a social group [Hogg and Reid, 2006, pg.10]. The concept of the group ”protoype” is

important for who gets to lead the group:

”Group members conform to, and thus are influenced by, the prototype. Those
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people who are more prototypical to begin with will be less influenced than those
who are less prototypical to begin with” [Hogg, 2001, pg.189].

In other words, whether a person conforms to what constitutes an individual’s picture of the

”ideal” Latino or ”ideal” Asian” will shape how influential that person is on someone who

has already subscribed to a firm ”Asian” or ”Latino” identity [Hogg et al., 2012, pg.269].

This is because, harkening back to the tenets of social identity theory [Tajfel and Turner,

1986], ideal prototypes are necessary to sustain the group [Hogg et al., 2012, pg.264, 267-

268].

Readers may recall the time former 2008 Democratic presidential primary can-

didate Bill Richardson (D-NM)—whose name is ”Richardson” and does not obviously in-

dicate Latino ethnicity to Latinos (e.g., McConnaughy et al. [2010])—said that Ted Cruz

(R-TX), because of his conservative stance on immigration, ”shouldn’t [label himself] as

Hispanic” [Blake, 2013]. This was not the first time others have challenged whether Cruz

should ”count” as Latino, as White opponents have pointed out his inability to converse in

Spanish [Monforti et al., 2013, pg.477]. This example illustrates the underpinning of social

identity leadership theory—Richardson clearly has a strong Latino identity. He is White

and Latino and chooses to deploy his Latino ethnicity [Barreto, 2010, pg.141] and views him-

self as legitimately Latino enough to determine whether another multiracial-Latino qualifies

as ”Latino.” Because Cruz does not speak Spanish, he is not what most might consider a

prototypical Latino [Monforti et al., 2013, pg.477], and questions about whether he should

even identify himself as one are considered appropriate by other elites.

Returning to the idea of race as a heuristic, cueing a candidate’s shared racial

background may prime in-group attachments (e.g., White [2007]), resulting in minorities
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generally preferring minority candidates. Scholarship utilizing Dawson [1994]’s notion of

linked fate has found that those who feel their lives depend on the fortunes of the rest of

their racial group may be more predisposed to support a co-racial candidate [McConnaughy

et al., 2010, Sanchez and Masuoka, 2010, Schildkraut, 2012, Philpot and Walton, 2007, Tate,

1993] (but see Adida et al. [2016], Alamillo and Collingwood [2016], Lerman et al. [2015]).

I argue that exposure to a multiracial candidate disrupts the efficiency of the use of race

or racial group considerations via linked fate to select a candidate. The cue provides voters

with mixed information about the candidate’s race, subsequent adherence to what the voter

may consider to be racial group norms (e.g., Lerman et al. [2015, pg.59]), and subsequent

advocacy (e.g., McDermott [1998, pg.909], Sigelman et al. [1995, pg.257]).1 One implica-

tion of social identity leadership theory is that generally, because multiracial candidates

belong to multiple racial categories simultaneously, voters from multiracial candidates’ own

racial groups may doubt and subsequently punish, multiracial candidates for not being

”really” members of particular groups—multiracial candidates are not group prototypes.

This punishment should be particularly strong among those with linked fate. As past re-

search demonstrates a bias against minority candidates from White voters [Terkildsen, 1993,

Weaver, 2012, Sigelman et al., 1995, McConnaughy et al., 2010], another alternative is that

Whites may embrace, and subsequently reward, multiracial candidates—for the same rea-

son non-Whites may reject them. Another alternative hypothesis is that co-racials may not

apply such rigid group boundaries and embrace multiracial candidates, and there may be

no difference between them and their monoracial counterparts. Instead, multiracial identi-

1Alternative explanations not explored here may be that particular multiracial cues provide other pieces
of information—whether it be information about the candidate’s social status via her race [Masuoka and
Junn, 2013], the extent to which the multiracial candidate ”looks” like a winner [Lawson et al., 2010], or
even how beautiful she might be [Banducci et al., 2008, pg.910].
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fication may only matter for co-racial votes when the reference candidate is from another

group—any descriptive representative is better than no descriptive representative.

This leads to my first few hypotheses:

H1A: Relative to a monoracial ingroup candidate, a multiracial candidate will yield

less influence on vote choice among co-racials. In other words, relative to an Asian candi-

date, an Asian and White candidate will have a weaker effect on Asian respondents.

H1B: Alternatively, there will be no difference between multiracials and ingroup

monoracials.

H2: Relative to a monoracial outgroup candidate, a multiracial candidate will be

more preferable among co-racials. In other words, relative to a White candidate, an Asian

and White candidate will have a positive effect on vote choice among Asian respondents.

H3: Those with stronger racial identities via linked fate will be less likely to vote

for a co-racial multiracial candidate, relative to a monoracial in-group candidate.

This analysis would not be complete without further considering how different mul-

tiracial racial combinations impact vote choice. I argue that multiracial candidates exert

different levels of influence on different groups because of their specific backgrounds, not just

their multiracial status. The historical context of multiracial identification in the United
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States helps us locate multiracials in the American racial order. According to Masuoka and

Junn [2013], the current state of the American racial hierarchy has been profoundly shaped

by the historical context of Whiteness as the definition of American citizenship. Anti-

miscegenation between Whites and non-Whites was a critical part of the formation and

maintenance of this racial order [Pascoe, 2009]. The negative beliefs associated with racial

mixing (e.g., Pascoe [2009]) have arguably lingered, as interracial couples with a Black

partner experience social obstacles to their union [Dalmage, 2000] [Lee and Bean, 2010,

pg.90-98]. In the United States, the ”one-drop rule,” reigned supreme in the classification

of African-Americans [Davis, 1991], though those with mixed ancestry are challenging this

[Davenport, 2016b, Masuoka, 2008, 2011, Daniel, 2001].

Other multiracial groups, such as mixed race Native Americans and Hawaiians

have been held to different, and sometimes more flexible, standards of racial enumeration

by the state [United States Census Bureau, 1930, Bennett, 2000, Kauanui, 2008]. While

individual choices to identify as multiracial may indicate growing acceptability of multiple

identities [Masuoka, 2011], experience with racism may shape the racial attitudes of those

with Black and White parentage [Davenport, 2016a, pg.63]. Survey research further suggests

multiracial-Black persons have different experiences with race than non-Black multiracials,

as reports of perceived ill-treatment due to race are more common among them than others

[Pew, 2015, pg.8]. Distinctions between the social lives of multiracials supports claims that

some may acquire social Whiteness, while somemultiracial-Blacks will ultimately be viewed

as singularly Black by others, regardless of their proclaimed identities [Bonilla-Silva, 2004,

pg.933] [Lee and Bean, 2010, Chapter 7]. Given this context, I argue that multiracial can-
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didates do not exert influence on vote choice equally, but do so according to their particular

racial backgrounds. This leads me to a general expectation that any advantages that accrue

to multiracial candidates will not apply to those who are also Black.

3.5 Experimental Design

I tested these hypotheses with a conjoint experiment [Hainmueller et al., 2013].

This type of experiment was chosen because it functions similarly to a repeated-measures

experimental design, in that several observations are taken from the same respondent by

exposing respondents to candidate profiles multiple times in one sitting, and then measuring

their average response to those profiles [Hainmueller et al., 2013, pg.2].2 This technique was

chosen because it allows for the measurement of the causal effect of candidate race on vote

choice while taking into account numerous candidate attributes relevant for evaluations of

minority candidates—addressing a limitation of past work on multiracial candidates. More-

over, survey experiments show that evaluations of minority candidates may be moderated

by individual pre-dispositions to ”self-monitor,” or adjust their behavior to a given situation

[Terkildsen, 1993, pg.1037]. The nature of the conjoint design, as it manipulates numerous

factors in addition to race, may mitigate social desirability bias [Hainmueller et al., 2013,

pg.3], which is especially relevant for this study as my primary interest is in the effect of

race.3

2This technique has been used to estimate individual preferences for different types of immigrants and
immigration policy [Hainmueller and Hopkins, 2015, Wright et al., 2016].

3The design was programmed with the Conjoint Survey Design Tool [Strezhnev et al., 2014].
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3.5.1 Procedures

The survey was conducted online in May 2016 on a sample of Whites, Blacks,

Asians, and Hispanics through Qualtrics survey panels. Following recommendations in

the conjoint experiment literature, at least 200 participants per racial group were targeted

[Orme, 2010, pg.65]. After dropping respondents who did not provide permission to use the

data, 186 Whites, 203 Blacks, 196 Hispanics, and 211 Asians remained.

Table 3.1 reports the descriptive characteristics of this sample.4 Although a na-

tionally representative sample would have been preferable, national samples often do not

contain sufficient numbers of minority respondents for statistical analysis. This sample is

heavily Democratic. While this may be cause for concern, the randomized nature of the

conjoint experiment should mitigate any variation in vote choices caused by individual char-

acteristics. Moreover, the goal in this study is not make claims about generalizability to the

broader population of Whites, Blacks, Asians, and Hispanics, but to examine whether in a

controlled setting, multiracial identification of a candidate will cause a change in behavior.

Respondents entered the survey and provided informed consent to participate in

the study. They then answered questions about demographic characteristics, political char-

acteristics, group attitudes, attitudes about the government and minorities, and attitudes

about different types of candidates from each racial group.5 Following that, they were

asked an attention filter. They then read a vignette for 10 pairs of candidates. Research

4For ideology, higher values indicate more conservatism. For education and income, higher values indicate
more educational attainment and higher income.

5Previous research that involves group attitudes [Hainmueller and Hopkins, 2015] has issued conjoint
studies in two waves to avoid priming respondents before the treatment when moderators regard intergroup
attitudes. A two-wave study was cost-prohibitive. Future research using the conjoint method may consider
how many moderators must be asked pre-treatment to induce priming, and whether any priming effects that
do occur persist across several trials in the face of exposure to numerous treatments.
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on conjoint experiments suggests up to 30 rating tasks may be asked without loss of data

quality, and pre-checks suggested 10 tasks were within the cost constraints of survey length

[Hainmueller et al., 2015].

A Congressional election was chosen to include a partisan component and because

candidates of color are simply more common at the Congressional level than at the presi-

dential level, for instance. Candidate profiles were randomly generated and varied in race

(Black, White, Asian, Hispanic, Black and White, Asian and White, Hispanic and White,

Black and Asian, Asian and Hispanic, Black and Hispanic) and attributes correlated with

racial identification: gender (male, female), party (Democrat, Republican, Independent),

ideology (liberal, moderate, conservative), and political experience (served in city council,

served in the state legislature, served in Congress) [Davenport, 2016b, Lee, 2008, Sen and

Wasow, 2016]. Respondents then selected their vote choice. The order of the attributes

was also randomized for each respondent. At the end of the survey, they were asked to

articulate what the survey was about, debriefed, and asked to consent to the use of their

data.6 The interpretation of the number of observations for this study is 20 per person, as

each person was exposed to 2 candidates 10 times. Figure 3.1 presents an example of the

experimental vignette respondents read.

6Responses to ”What do you think this study was about?” returned a range of answers, including variants
of race and politics, political opinions, Donald Trump, and elections. These answers indicate priming may
be a concern, but see Ittersum et al. [2005] on priming product attributes in consumer research. Because
participants were not asked to articulate their most important attributes [Ittersum et al., 2005, pg.113], the
effect of race as a candidate attribute may not have been affected by pre-treatment questions about racial
attitudes. However, this presents an opportunity for examining priming in conjoint studies that involve
political candidates.
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Figure 3.1: Example of Experimental Vignette

To measure linked fate, after selecting the racial categories with which they iden-

tified, respondents were asked the dichotomous-response standard linked fate question, ”Do

you think that what happens to [R’s RACIAL GROUP] will have something to do with

what happens to your life?”7 Yes was coded as 1 and no was coded as 0.8 Table 3.2 reports

the descriptive statistics for linked fate. As can be seen from Table 3.2, the presence of

linked fate among each racial group in this sample is high—over 50% for each group. That

this particular sample has such high levels of group identification should be a harder test

for the study, such that the sample is less predisposed to change their behavior toward

a multiracial candidate since at the baseline, they should already be more favorable to a

candidate who shares their race (see Junn and Masuoka [2008]).

7See Gay et al. [2016] and Sanchez and Vargas [2016] for a discussion on the measurement and application
of linked fate to multiple groups.

8In this report, a dichotomous measure was used as using a scaled measure would reduce the number of
observations in each cell.
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Table 3.2: Linked Fate by Racial Group

Whites (N=186) Blacks (N=203) Hispanics (N=196) Asians (N=211)

No 72 (38.71%) 47 (23.15%) 63 (32.14%) 63 (29.86%)
Yes 114 (61.29%) 156 (76.85%) 133 (67.86%) 148 (70.14%)

3.6 Findings

3.6.1 Hypothesis 1A/B: Multiracial Candidates Compared to In-group

Monoracial Candidates

Regression was used to estimate the average marginal component effect (AMCE),

or the average treatment effect of particular attributes on the binary dependent variable,

vote choice [Hainmueller et al., 2013, pg.10].9 In this study, the regression coefficients in-

dicate the average percentage point change in probability that a respondent votes for a

candidate when she has a particular race, relative to the race of the reference candidate

[Hainmueller et al., 2013, pg.19]. One concern with conjoint experiments is the ”number of

levels effect,” such that the number of levels an attribute has may bias the results because

respondents can see those particular attributes changing to different values more than oth-

ers [Orme, 2010, pg.54]. Although bias is possible, the racial categories used here reflect

9Results were estimated using the cjoint package in R with clustered standard errors [Strezhnev et al.,
2016]. See Hainmueller et al. [2013] for proofs and assumptions underlying the estimation procedure. Al-
though previous research on racial cues and candidate evaluation has dropped multiracials, they were not
excluded in this report [Adida et al., 2016, pg.821]. 9 people in this sample identified with at least two races.
On one hand, excluding multiracials may result in more accurate assessments about racial considerations
in candidate evaluations. On the other, including multiracials results in more reliable estimates about the
effect of race on vote choice for individuals who identify as White, Black, Asian, or Hispanic. I included
multiracials to retain statistical power, and because multiracials are not excluded from candidate evalua-
tion in real life. Additionally, the randomized nature of the design likely mitigates any potential priming
effects of multiracial identity that are introduced. Although some multiracials may have politically distinct
attitudes [Davenport, 2016a, Masuoka, 2011, 2008], the goal of this research is to examine how people who
identify with a racial group at all evaluate multiracial candidates, rather than to draw comparisons between
monoracials and multiracials in their vote choices.
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real-world racial combinations, and the magnitude of racial considerations in this experi-

ment may be similar to what we observe in the real world [Orme, 2010, pg.54]. Thus, bias

induced by the number of attribute levels for race may not be a concern. Following the

estimation procedures in Hainmueller et al. [2013, pg.13-17], I report the AMCE estimates

and clustered standard errors (SE) at the 95% confidence interval. To test my hypotheses,

I ran separate models per racial group in the survey, as I assume that respondents’ racial

identities will structure how they react to multiracial candidates [Masuoka and Junn, 2013].

I focus on the effect of candidate race here and set the following attributes as reference cat-

egories in the analyses: gender (male), ideology (liberal), party (Democrat), and experience

(served in the state legislature). The main effects of all other attributes on vote choice may

be found in the Appendix.

The estimates displayed in Figures 3.2-3.5 support Hypothesis 1B rather than

1A—in most cases, there is no statistically significant difference between a multiracial can-

didate and their monoracial counterparts. The negative direction of all of the estimates,

however, indicates that multiracial candidates may face disadvantages when compared to

their monoracial counterparts. Particular combinations may be especially disadvantaged.

For example, among White respondents, the negative estimate for the Asian-White candi-

date is largest of all the multiracial-White candidates; among Asians, the negative estimate

for the Black-Asian candidate is largest; and among Hispanics, the Asian-Hispanic candi-

dates lags further behind in support. Among Black respondents, the Black-White candidate

had the least support, while the estimate for the Black-Hispanic candidate was similar in

size to the Black candidate.
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Figure 3.2: Multiracial Candidates Compared to In-Group Monoracial Candidates: Whites
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Figure 3.3: Multiracial Candidates Compared to In-Group Monoracial Candidates: Asians
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Figure 3.4: Multiracial Candidates Compared to In-Group Monoracial Candidates:
Hispanics
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Figure 3.5: Multiracial Candidates Compared to In-Group Monoracial Candidates: Blacks
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3.6.2 Hypothesis 2: Multiracial Candidates Compared to Out-group Mono-

racial Candidates

Recall that Hypothesis 2 centered on the behavior of respondents when the ref-

erence category was an in-group monoracial candidate. If Hypothesis 2 is supported, then

respondents should prefer any co-racial candidate, but the in-group monoracial candidate

should have the most influence on vote choice.

Figure 3.6: Multiracial Candidates Compared to Out-Group Monoracial Candidates: White
Respondents
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Figure 3.7: Multiracial Candidates Compared to Out-Group Monoracial Candidates: White
Respondents
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Figure 3.8: Multiracial Candidates Compared to Out-Group Monoracial Candidates: White
Respondents
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Figures 3.6-3.8 report the effect of candidate race on vote choice among Whites.

Turning to Whites, Hypothesis 2 was not supported. Across the models, compared to a

non-White candidate, Whites were more likely to prefer a monoracial White candidate.

Although the figures indicate that multiracial-White candidates received a boost for being

White compared to being monoracial Asian, Hispanic, or Black, the effects of being White

and another race did not reach statistical significance. In other words, there is no definitive

’half-White bonus.’ Between multiracials, we see that relative to an out-group candidate,

the Asian and White candidate is penalized, and the estimate for the Hispanic and White

candidate is larger and similar in size to being Black and White. These results may be

driven by the survey design—explicit racial cues were used to draw distinctions between

candidates, which may have pushed White respondents to alter their behavior [Mendel-

berg, 2001, Chapter 2] [Terkildsen, 1993, pg.1047] [Weaver, 2012, pg.178]. It is possible

that White respondents in this survey were behaving in a more socially acceptable man-

ner and did not feel comfortable discriminating against two minority groups—Blacks and

Hispanics—for whom it may be unacceptable to express preferences against [Mendelberg,

2001].

Figures 3.9-3.11 report the main effects of candidate race on vote choice for Asian

American respondents. Being identified as Asian at all, relative to an outgroup reference

candidate, had a significant and positive effect on vote choice, thus supporting Hypothesis

2. Compared to a non-Asian candidate, any Asian candidate was more preferable, with

the monoracial Asian candidate exerting the largest effect on the average change in the

probability of vote choice. The size of the effect of being Asian and White followed closely,
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ranging from 11 percentage points compared to a White candidate, to 16 compared to a

Hispanic candidate, and 16 compared to a Black candidate. Being Asian and White had

a similar sized effect to being Asian and Hispanic. The Black and Asian candidate did

not exert as large of an effect on vote choice as all of the other Asian candidates. Being

Black and Asian resulted in only about a 6-11 percentage point increase in the change in

probability of vote choice. Substantively, this means the Black and Asian candidate did not

command as much support from Asian respondents when the reference candidate was not

Asian.

Figure 3.9: Multiracial Candidates Compared to Out-Group Monoracial Candidates: Asian
Respondents
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Figure 3.10: Multiracial Candidates Compared to Out-Group Monoracial Candidates:
Asian Respondents
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Figure 3.11: Multiracial Candidates Compared to Out-Group Monoracial Candidates:
Asian Respondents
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Hypothesis 2 was mostly supported for Hispanic respondents. As Figures 3.12-3.14

show, being a Hispanic candidate had a positive effect on vote choice for all Hispanic can-

didates, relative to being not Hispanic. Compared to an outgroup candidate, being Black

and Hispanic resulted in about a 9-14 percentage point change in the probability of vote

choice. This change, relative to a non-Hispanic candidate, was larger than the effect of

being Asian and Hispanic, which ranged from about a 6 to 12 percentage point change in

the probability of vote choice. Substantively, this suggests that relative to a non-Hispanic

candidate, a Black and Hispanic candidate had more sway among Hispanic respondents

than an Asian and Hispanic candidate. Being Hispanic and White exerted almost the same

effect size on vote choice as being Hispanic. This suggests that relative to an outgroup

candidate, the Hispanic and White candidate received a bigger boost for being Hispanic

than other multiracial-Hispanic candidates.
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Figure 3.12: Multiracial Candidates Compared to Out-Group Monoracial Candidates: His-
panic Respondents
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Figure 3.13: Multiracial Candidates Compared to Out-Group Monoracial Candidates: His-
panic Respondents
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Figure 3.14: Multiracial Candidates Compared to Out-Group Monoracial Candidates: His-
panic Respondents
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Turning to Black respondents, as can be seen in Figures 3.15-3.17, there were

clear preferences for any Black candidate when a non-Black candidate was the reference

category, supporting Hypothesis 2. Relative to a non-Black candidate, being a monoracial

Black candidate increased the average change in probability of vote choice by about 11

to 21 percentage points. Across the models, every Black candidate received a boost for

being Black, but the size of that boost varied between multiracial candidates. The fig-

ures show that relative to an outgroup candidate, the effect of being Black and Hispanic

was similar in size to being a singular Black candidate, and the boost in vote choice begins

to drop off with the Black and Asian candidate, followed by the Black and White candidate.
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Figure 3.15: Multiracial Candidates Compared to Out-Group Monoracial Candidates:
Black Respondents
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Figure 3.16: Multiracial Candidates Compared to Out-Group Monoracial Candidates:
Black Respondents
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Figure 3.17: Multiracial Candidates Compared to Out-Group Monoracial Candidates:
Black Respondents
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3.6.3 Hypothesis 3: The Effect of Multiracial Identification on Vote Choice

Among Those With Linked Fate

Here, I focus on how multiracial identification affects those with linked fate. One

implication of social identity leadership theory [Hogg et al., 2012] is that those with linked

fate will punish multiracial candidates relative to in-group monoracial candidates. Table 3.3

reports the AMCEs of multiracial candidates for each racial group, relative to an in-group

monoracial candidate. I find minimal support for Hypothesis 3, as there are few statistically

significant differences in vote choice for multiracial candidates across all groups in the sam-

ple who stated they felt linked fate. However, the estimates for multiracial candidates are

all negative. Among Whites with linked fate, there are no significant differences between a
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White candidate, an Asian and White candidate, and a Black and White candidate. Those

with linked fate, however, were almost 12 percentage points less likely to vote for a Hispanic

and White candidate (AMCE=-0.1184640, SE=.05). Asians with linked fate were almost 10

percentage points less likely to vote for a Black and Asian candidate (AMCE=-0.0980801,

SE=.04), relative to an Asian candidate. Both Black and Hispanic respondents with linked

fate drew no distinction between monoracial candidates and multiracial co-racial candidates.

As with the previous hypothesis, these results should be interpreted with caution given their

wide confidence intervals. Still, these findings suggest that linked fate may generally not

apply to voter evaluations of multiracial candidates, except for Whites evaluating Hispanic

and White candidates and Asians evaluating Black and Asian candidates.

3.7 Discussion and Conclusion

Overall, this research had three main findings. First, generally, no statistically

significant differences were found between multiracials and their in-group monoracial coun-

terparts. In other words, respondents in this sample drew no distinction between a can-

didate who was Black and White and a candidate who was Black, for example. However,

the estimates were negative, suggesting evaluations of multiracial candidates may not be as

favorable as those for monoracial candidates. Second, multiracial candidates are different

from candidates from racial outgroups. In particular, co-racials would prefer any multiracial

candidate with whom they share a race than a candidate with whom they do not share a

race. Third, there is mixed evidence that linked fate matters for evaluations of multira-
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cial candidates, in line with Kinder and McConnaughy [2006, pg.159]’s findings. When

looking at all of the estimates for multiracial candidates relative to out-group monoracials,

multiracial-Black candidates tended to yield low levels of support among non-Black vot-

ers. Compared to out-group monoracials, Whites, Asians, and Hispanics tended to prefer

multiracials who were also White or Hispanic as the next most preferable candidate after

ingroup monoracials. This suggests that voters who hold higher positions in the American

racial order also prefer multiracial-candidates higher in the order, and lends further support

to my claim that what matters for evaluations of multiracial candidates is not their general

multiracial status, but their particular combination.

Why did Asian Americans in California prefer Kamala Harris over Loretta Sanchez

when Harris was cued as ”half Asian” [Asian and Pacific Islander American Vote, 2016,

pg.15]? These findings suggest that because Harris’s comparison candidate was a monora-

cial out-group individual, cueing Harris as Asian had a positive effect, as identifying her as

’Asian’ communicated that she was a more prototypical group member than the alternative.

Yet if another multiracial-Asian candidate who was not Black were in the race, this research

suggests that identifying Harris as Black may undermine support from Asians, particularly

those with linked fate. Future research should be done to interrogate the bounds of linked

fate for Asian Americans.

This research is not without limitations. Scholars have questioned the external

validity of experiments on candidate characteristics and candidate evaluation [Dolan and

Lynch, 2014]. One of the challenges with studying multiracial candidates is that while there

are numerous cases of candidates disclosing multiracial backgrounds, these cases occur at
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different time periods or at different levels of government. Because identifying all potential

multiracial candidates depends on their willingness to disclose parentage, the universe of

multiracial candidates is currently unknown. These two factors make studying multiracial

candidates in an observational setting challenging. While this research included manipula-

tions for other candidate attributes, such as gender, experience, nativity status, ideology,

and party, other attributes that provide information in the real world, such as name and

language ability, were not included [McConnaughy et al., 2010, Monforti et al., 2013]. Phe-

notype was also not considered here [Terkildsen, 1993, Weaver, 2012, Lerman et al., 2015],

nor was the addition of photos [Abrajano et al., 2017]. For example, Congresswoman

Tammy Duckworth (D-IL) does not use an Asian surname, yet arguably presents as more

phenotypically ”Asian.” While this research may have limits to external validity, as one of

the first studies of evaluations of multiracial candidates, it suggests that in a controlled set-

ting, identifying as a multiracial candidate may not be as effective as presenting oneself as

monoracial. Future research should consider the extent to which multiracial identification

shapes vote choice while accounting for additional attributes.

Still, some implications for studies of candidate evaluation, candidate strategy,

and the possibility of multiracial-candidate led coalitions emerge from this work. These

findings challenge scholars of candidate evaluation and descriptive representatives to move

beyond an emphasis on binary categories. Much of the scholarship on descriptive repre-

sentatives focuses on how women or men or Blacks or Whites appeal to different sets of

voters. However, this research shows that cueing multiple categories along a single dimen-

sion (e.g., race), may result in voters’ adjusting their inferences about the candidate based
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on her race. This research also puts social identity leadership theory [Hogg, 2001, Hogg and

Reid, 2006, Hogg et al., 2012] into conversation with the racial cues literature by showing

that cueing a candidate’s racial background may also cue prototypicality. Multiracial can-

didates are not prototypical of minority candidates, as their public presence in American

politics is still relatively infrequent. For Americans living outside states with concentrated

multiracial populations such as California, New York, and Texas [Jones and Bullock, 2012,

pg.13], exposure to a multiracial candidate may be rare, and multiracials’ racial combina-

tions may be counter-stereotypical to one another, providing uncertain information about

what a multiracial candidate might do in office. This research suggests that when candi-

dates are identified with two categories along a single dimension, they may be less influential

than their single-category counterpart.

In terms of candidate strategy and coalition-building, these findings suggest that a

multiracial candidate’s ability to forge a multiracial coalition of voters depends on the can-

didate’s racial combination and who else is in the race. While elites may use group identities

to command resources from co-racial voters [McKay, 1982, pg.402] [Espiritu, 1993, pg.5-8],

this work illustrates there may be limits to such a strategy. Multiracial candidates would

do well to present themselves as ”one of” their racial constituents by discussing their Asian

identities to Asian voters or their Black identities to Black voters [Richard F. Fenno, 1978,

pg.58]. However, multiracial candidates seeking votes from different groups must consider

to whom they will be compared. Theory on descriptive representatives suggests that mul-

tiracial candidates should have enjoyed support from their own racial groups [Mansbridge,

1999, pg.641]. While this was true when the comparison candidate was from an outside
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group, the size of influence a multiracial candidate had on vote choice varied between com-

binations. In this sample, Asians and Whites with linked fate were less moved to vote for

an Asian candidate who was also Black and a White candidate who was also Hispanic.

Hispanic respondents were less moved to vote for Hispanic candidates who were also Black

and Hispanic candidates who were also Asian. One explanation for these preferences is that

some Asians and Hispanics in this sample may have perceived less commonality with Blacks,

and by extension, Black candidates [Adida et al., 2016, Ramakrishnan, 2014, McClain et al.,

2006, Wilkinson, 2015]. The tendency for Black respondents to treat Black and Black and

Hispanic candidates similarly is consistent with Adida et al. [2016, pg.824-825]’s findings.

This research also has implications for the place of multiracial candidates in the

broader American racial order. Overall, these findings suggest a multiracial electoral ad-

vantage exists between multiracials, and it is distributed unequally between them. This

suggests that multiracials whose racial backgrounds are higher in the racial order—those

who are less Black—may be more electorally popular than those lower in the order [Bonilla-

Silva, 2004, Hochschild and Weaver, 2007]. This research suggests that the varied racial

statuses of multiracial candidates will be buttressed in part by the reactions of multiracial

candidates’ own racial groups, suggesting boundaries of support for descriptive representa-

tives.
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4.1 Abstract

Research on descriptive representatives provides mixed evidence that race informs

legislators’ political views. However, past work conflates racial categorization with racial

identity, and often lacks variation in race as the key variable. Additionally, few studies ex-

amine how diversity within groups may impact intergroup relations within the legislature.

The presence of multiracial elected officials prompts us to revisit the linkages descriptive

representatives draw between their race and their political outlooks, and to explore the

consequences of multiracial legislators’ presence for intergroup relations within the legisla-

ture. Interviews with a diverse set of legislators were conducted. For multiracial legislators,

questions about phenotypic ambiguity were salient, and narratives suggest their racial iden-

tities were consciously chosen, which in turn shaped their politics. The interviews also

suggest that some multiracial legislators may encounter challenges to their minority caucus

memberships. The findings suggest that as legislatures become more diverse, phenotype

and identity choices may complicate intergroup relations in the legislature and how scholars

understand what constitutes a descriptive representative.

4.2 Introduction

Like the one before it, the 115th Congress has been hailed the ”most racially di-

verse in history” [Marcos, 2016]. Across levels of government, more politicians of color hold

office [Hardy-Fanta et al., 2016]. Legislative institutions have not only become more diverse

between groups, but also within groups. According to the Center for American Women

and Politics, 433 women of color currently work as state legislators [Dittmar, 2017, pg.2].
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There are also cases of elected officials who are multiracial, or who have interracial parent-

age, and who openly discuss their backgrounds. Some have publicly addressed questions

about their phenotypes, as well as questions of racial authenticity. For example, in 2007,

Politico featured an article about Representative G.K. Butterfield, in which Butterfield said

that although he is ”often asked about [his] white complexion,” he is ”indeed an African

American” [Hearn, 2007]. Regarding authenticity, in 2012, Hansen Clarke (D-MI), whose

mother is Black and father is Bangladeshi, faced questions about the veracity of his claims

to Blackness when rumors circulated that his mother’s death certificate listed her as White

[Lessenbery, 2012]. In light of the presence of representatives who may be atypical, such as

multiracial representatives, this article asks two questions. First, what linkages do descrip-

tive representatives draw between their race and their political outlooks, or their overall

political orientations and issue priorities? Second, what are the consequences of the pres-

ence multiracial legislators for intergroup relations within the legislature?

Political scientists have debated the extent to which representatives who share

descriptive characteristics with communities from marginalized groups are better equipped

to represent those communities [Dovi, 2002, Mansbridge, 1999, Pitkin, 1967]. Scholars have

found that descriptive representatives may be more likely to engage in substantive repre-

sentation for the groups they represent [Butler and Broockman, 2011, Grose, 2011, Haynie,

2001, Minta and Brown, 2014, Preuhs, 2006, Whitby, 1997] (also see [Hero and Tolbert,

1995]). However, when descriptive representatives are asked about their views on race and

representation in interviews, the evidence is mixed: some believe they can better repre-

sent their own groups, but others believe race makes little difference (e.g., Casellas [2011,
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pg.118]).

One reason evidence may be mixed is because much of this work tends to neglect

asking questions about individual racial identity and its relationship to representatives’ po-

litical views that precede representative behavior. In doing so, existing scholarship conflates

racial categorization with racial identity, or ”ascribed” race and ”claimed” race, assuming

that a legislator identifies with the racial category to which she has been assigned [Hardy-

Fanta et al., 2013, pg.1]. While scholars of identity have challenged how we conceptualize

and operationalize race [Davenport, 2016b,a, Lee, 2008, 2009, Masuoka, 2011, Sen and

Wasow, 2016], these insights have not been incorporated into the study of descriptive repre-

sentatives (but see Brown [2014b] and Hardy-Fanta et al. [2013]). Additionally, much of this

work assumes that descriptive representatives actually share descriptive characteristics with

racial minorities—an assumption that is challenged by legislators with racially ambiguous

phenotypes, and is often not explicitly addressed in studies of descriptive representatives

(but see Lerman et al. [2015]). Moreover, interviews with descriptive representatives tend

to lack variation in the explanatory variable—race—as most studies focus on one group at

a time, making it difficult to understand racial differences between legislators. Personal

experiences related to being marked descriptively as a member of a marginalized group are

thought to mediate the relationship between racial categorization and what a minority rep-

resentative might do in office [Mansbridge, 1999, pg.641], yet assumptions and omissions in

previous research complicate assessing whether this mechanism is present for legislators who

may not identify with their ascribed race, or for those who lack descriptive characteristics

related to their ascribed race.
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This article relaxes the two assumptions mentioned above. I report findings from

interviews that probe racial identity with 13 state legislators who vary in racial categoriza-

tion and potential racial identity, and I purposefully incorporate multiracial state legislators.

The article has two aims: 1) to examine the extent to which a diverse sample of state leg-

islators emphasize racialized experiences related to their descriptive characteristics when

describing their political priorities, and 2) to examine whether the presence of multiracial

legislators has any significance for intergroup relations in the legislature. In doing so, I

explore whether chosen racial identity (e.g., Davenport [2016b,a], Masuoka [2011, 2008]) is

an alternative mechanism linking race to a representative’s political outlook.

The findings suggest that multiracial legislators whose racial phenotypes are in-

consistent with their ascribed races may rely more heavily on chosen racial identity than

personal racialized experiences to inform their priorities in the legislature, somewhat dif-

fering from their monoracial counterparts. The interviews also suggest that there is no

uniform ”multiracial experience” within the legislature. Instead, multiracial legislators as-

serted their identities or encountered challenges to their identities depending on their racial

combination, and these issues were more prevalent for multiracial legislators who were Black.

This suggests that the historical context of the ”one-drop” rule in the United States [Davis,

1991] may constrain the identities available to multiracial elites as well as others’ reactions

to their choices. This research contributes to a fuller understanding of how phenotype and

identity impact how we understand ”descriptive” representatives.
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4.3 Definition of Terms

This study employs four terms: racial identity, racial categorization, multiracial,

and political outlook. Racial identity refers to how one sees oneself ”privately” [Brunsma,

2006], and racial categorization refers to how others might view a person [Hardy-Fanta

et al., 2013, pg.1] [Saperstein, 2012, pg.1493]. For instance, internally, one may see oneself

as strongly African American, even though one’s physical appearance leads one to be cat-

egorized as ”White” by outsiders. Alternatively, being considered a person of color does

not guarantee one identifies as such (see Shelby [2005, pg.207-209] for a discussion on race,

phenotype, and identity).

Following research on the multiracial population, I define multiracial as having

parents who belong to two different categories, such as one Black and one White parent

[Davenport, 2016b,a, Rockquemore and Brunsma, 2002]. Although anyone may choose

to identify as multiracial, even if their parents are of the same race [Davis, 1991] [Ma-

suoka, 2011, pg.184], this definition makes the empirical study of multiracial legislators

more manageable and may capture one aspect of multiracials’ socialization to identity

and to politics—parental influence [Bratter and Heard, 2009] [Davenport, 2016a, pg.63].

To compare multiracials, I use hyphens to indicate their shared racial backgrounds (e.g.,

multiracial-White for Asian-White, Latino-White, and Black-White). I define political out-

look as legislators’ self-reported political orientations and the issues they prioritize. This

definition follows what past work aims to capture (e.g., Casellas [2011, pg.157-158] Grose

[2011, pg.4]).
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4.4 Descriptive Representatives and Intergroup Relations in

the Legislature

This article draws on two strands of literature: research that uses interview tech-

niques to examine the extent to which representatives emphasize race in their duties, and

research that examines the consequences of intergroup diversity within the legislature. The

distinction between racial categorization and racial identity is often neglected in scholar-

ship on minority representatives. Research on Black representatives has found that the

emphasis legislators place on race differs by whether legislators were elected before or after

the Civil Rights Movement [Richard F. Fenno, 1978, pg.206], and while Black legislators

engage in more symbolic acts of representation than non-Black legislators [Grose, 2006,

pg.125] [Grose, 2011, pg.105], White legislators may have opportunities to represent Blacks

by working with minority caucus institutions [Swain, 1993, pg.211]. Latino legislators may

use ethnicity along a continuum, ranging from strong ethnic attachments to fully ”main-

stream” candidates with weaker ethnic attachments [Geron, 2005, pg.125], and some believe

Latinos or other minorities are best fit to represent Latinos [Casellas, 2011, pg.119].

Past work has provided rich analysis of the behavior of minority representatives,

and there is room for improvement. First, to identify minority legislators, scholars typ-

ically use published lists of minority representatives. Although these lists are commonly

generated from other lists that may indicate self-identification, such as ”membership lists of

national, state and local organizations,” the lists conflate public self-identification with per-

sonal racial identity [N.A.L.E.O. Educational Fund, 2015, pg.iv]. Hardy-Fanta et al. [2013,

pg.9-10] found a discrepancy between publicly available counts of minority legislators and
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their estimate of legislators who identified as multiracial in their survey. The lists miss some

legislators from numerous racial groups, but especially those with multiracial backgrounds,

who may wish to be strategic about disclosing their racial identities publicly. By relying on

public lists, past work ultimately taps into racial categorization and representative behav-

ior, rather than racial identity and the political orientations that precede behavior.

Second, each study typically focuses on one group at a time, making it difficult

to assess the importance of identity. This results in a design lacking variation in the key

explanatory variable—race. Most samples have variation in district type or region, and

some make comparisons with Whites (e.g., Swain [1993], Grose [2011]), but few maximize

variation in race and potential racial identity by incorporating multiple racial groups si-

multaneously to compare those who identify as members of particular groups and those

who do not. For instance, Rouse [2013, pg.87,114-115] conducted in-depth interviews with

Latino legislators, finding variation in the emphasis they placed on ethnicity. However, all

interviewees were Latino, preventing the opportunity to probe for the influence of identity

[Rouse, 2013, pg.174]. One exception is Tyson [2016, pg.145], who found that some rep-

resentatives of color, all from different groups, highlighted their personal experiences with

discrimination before entering office, and connected those experiences to their support for

civil rights.

While it is possible that most interviewees in previous work are perceived as mi-

norities and have the relevant racialized experiences that would inform their politics [Mans-

bridge, 1999, pg.641], there has been little exploration into the possibility that descriptive

representatives are racially categorized by others in ways inconsistent with their racial
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identities. This is important in light of research that shows people are sometimes racially

categorized inaccurately by others. Surveys have found that individuals may identify with

categories that are inconsistent with how others might categorize them [Pew, 2015, pg.58]

[Saperstein, 2012, pg.1493]. One reason inconsistencies may exist is because humans use

skin tone as a heuristic to categorize individuals as Black or White (e.g., Dunham et al.

[2015]). The human tendency to use skin tone to make inferences about individuals extends

to political candidates [Lerman et al., 2015, Terkildsen, 1993, Weaver, 2012]. Recent work

suggests skin tone may also shape individual political preferences [Hutchings et al., 2016],

though it is not currently clear whether phenotype matters for the orientations of elites. In

sum, in-depth studies of descriptive representatives have been disconnected from questions

about identity, but prevailing scholarship suggests that non-White legislators may discuss

experiences related to being marked as a member of a racial minority, which they in turn

link to their issue priorities.

Scholarship on legislative institutions has examined intergroup relations and the

experiences of minority legislators. Regarding diversity between groups, Hero and Preuhs

[2012, pg.127] found that Black and Latino legislators in Congress rarely supported policies

that conflicted with one another. In terms of racial minority legislators’ personal expe-

riences in Congress, Tyson [2016, pg.145] found that some perceived discrimination from

their colleagues, while Hedge et al. [1996, pg.90] found that perceived race relations in their

home states conditioned Black state legislators’ reported work experiences.

Gender relations within the legislature have been examined from the perspective

of tokenism [Kanter, 1977, Dahlerup, 1988]. According to Kanter [1977, pg.968], ”tokens”
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are individuals marked by ”ascribed characteristics,” such as race or gender, who are small

in number and who have had a historically distinct relationship with the group majority

in ways that impact how tokens are viewed. Because tokens are numerical minorities, and

thus rare in a given setting, they may be treated as an ”other” member of the group [Kan-

ter, 1977, pg.968]. For example, members of Congress who are women may be perpetually

referred to as ”female legislators” rather than simply ”legislators” [Kanter, 1977, pg.968].

Some consequences of increasing gender diversity include women being ”devalued” by the

majority and by each other [Kanthak and Krause, 2012, pg.86-87, 89], as well as being

stereotyped as ”crazy” [Franceschet and Piscopo, 2008, pg.420].

Minorities within minority groups may have distinct experiences. For example,

Fraga et al. [2006, pg.134] found that Latina elected officials perceived their Latino coun-

terparts to be less willing to work with others. Hedge et al. [1996, pg.91] found that Black

women state legislators may be more vulnerable to discrimination within the legislature.

Brown [2014a, pg.302] found that Black women legislators experience colorism within the

legislature, as lighter-skinned Black women reported tension with darker-skinned Black

women and believed this tension created obstacles in securing legislative allies. However,

Brown [2014a, pg.303] also found that one biracial lighter-skinned legislator perceived an

ability to build more cross-racial alliances in her district due to her phenotype. Overall,

research on intergroup relations within legislative institutions suggests that representatives

of color may have experiences that are distinct from White legislators, but that multiracial

legislators may have unique experiences as numerical minorities within racial groups.
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4.5 Expectations

The first question of this study examines how descriptive representatives connect

race to their political priorities. Past research that examines differences between racially

categorized White and minority legislators suggests mixed evidence that minority legisla-

tors link their racial backgrounds to their jobs as representatives. When they do draw these

linkages, ascribed race and self-reported political outlook as a representative is mediated by

personal experiences with discrimination [Mansbridge, 1999, pg.641]. Thus, following past

research, Expectation 1A is that legislators who are not categorized as singularly White may

emphasize experiences with discrimination related to their ascribed race as informative for

their political outlook.

Because this research considers legislators from multiple racial groups, I draw on

research on contemporary American race relations, which contends that Whites, Blacks,

Asians, and Latinos are organized into a racial hierarchy that is conditioned by the histor-

ical legacy of shifting definitions of racial categories and racial qualifications for citizenship

[Masuoka and Junn, 2013]. This hierarchy explains why levels of racial group attachment

and experiences with discrimination vary between groups, with group attachment being

particularly strong among African Americans [Dawson, 1994, Junn and Masuoka, 2008,

Sanchez and Masuoka, 2010, Schildkraut, 2015]. This order has also been shaped by the

history of anti-miscegenation and racial passing, particularly for African Americans of mixed

ancestry [Davis, 1991, Pascoe, 2009]. This hierarchy may have ramifications for how elites

of different backgrounds understand their identities. Thus, for Expectation 1B, I expect

the prevalence of reports of personal discrimination to vary between legislators from each
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racial group, with White legislators reporting little to no discrimination as informative for

their political outlooks and non-singular White legislators emphasizing particular types of

discrimination.

Research on the multiracial population illustrates that for this population in par-

ticular, racial identities are chosen, as multiracials may select into any category, with im-

plications for their political attitudes [Davenport, 2016a, Davenport et al., 2015, Masuoka,

2011, 2008]. Yet other research suggests that multiracials who are Black identified as by

others experience racial discrimination and more rigid racial boundaries than multiracials

who are not Black [Lee and Bean, 2010, pg.130-131]. Thus, for Expectation 2A, multiracial

legislators who believe others view them as racial minorities may emphasize how personal

experiences with racial discrimination shape their political outlooks. Alternatively, for Ex-

pectation 2B, multiracial legislators who believe others do not see them as the categories

with which they identify may emphasize how their chosen racial identities relate to their

priorities as legislators, as they may not have personal experiences with racial discrimina-

tion.

The second question of this study examines the ramifications of the presence of

multiracial legislators. Following past research on intergroup relations in the legislature, I

draw on Kanter [1977]’s theory of tokenism. Multiracial legislators may fit Kanter [1977,

pg.968]’s criteria of tokens because they are 1) numerical minorities in the legislature, 2)

marked by an ”ascribed” category, race, and 3) members of the majority, in this case,

monoracial representatives, may make status assumptions about multiracial legislators that

are rooted in the historical treatment of multiracial persons. In the United States, lighter-
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skinned African American multiracials have occupied more privileged social positions [Davis,

1991, Hochschild and Weaver, 2007], and media portrayals of multiracials depict them as ex-

otic ”[beauties]” [Rice, 2014] or raise questions of multiracial loyalty [Squires, 2007, pg.142].

Kanter [1977, pg.968-969] notes that simply being a numerical minority does not guarantee

treatment as a token, but tokenism is more likely when a token’s status is ”physically obvi-

ous.” Thus, multiracial representatives may report experiences in which they are categorized

as distinctly ”multiracial,” and may experience questions of racial loyalty and authenticity.

Expectation 3A is that relative to monoracial legislators, multiracial legislators will gen-

erally report negative experiences within the legislature regarding their relationships with

other groups that stem from their token status. Furthermore, based on research on the mul-

tiracial population, which finds that multiracial persons may experience racism and have

particular racial attitudes [Davenport, 2016a, pg.63], and have more or less social freedom

to assert their identities depending on their particular racial combination [Lee and Bean,

2010, pg.130-131], for Expectation 3B, I expect to find differences in self-reports of experi-

ences in the legislature between multiracial legislators.

4.6 Data and Method

This study seeks to understand the extent to which a variety of descriptive rep-

resentatives emphasize racialized experiences in describing their political priorities, as well

as to explore the implications of diversity within minority racial groups for relationships

within the legislature. Although survey methods may be used to ask legislators standard-
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ized and sensitive questions, they do not allow for the natural follow-up that live conver-

sation does. Because this study is interested in obtaining information that is not readily

available—legislators’ own thoughts about race, their professional relationships, and their

issue priorities—elite interviewing was used as the method of data collection [Beamer, 2002,

pg.87].1

This study is among the first to purposefully incorporate multiracial legislators.

One challenge with studying the multiracial population more generally is that they comprise

a small percentage of the general population, at just less than 3% [Jones and Bullock, 2012,

pg.4]. The challenge of a small population exists at the elite level as well, and thus ne-

cessitates a case study approach [Gerring, 2007] and purposive sampling to speak directly

to individuals who experience multiracial identity in the legislature [Creswell and Clark,

2011, pg.173]. Case studies offer particular advantages in deeper investigation, uncovering

mechanisms, and generating hypotheses, which is especially useful when examining an un-

derstudied population [Gerring, 2007, pg.49,45,39]. As there is little work on multiracial

legislators, to some extent, this research is exploratory by necessity, and will be used to

generate later testable hypotheses.

To sample a range of legislators from multiple racial backgrounds, state legislators

were sampled from a large, diverse Western state.2 Purposive sampling of multiracial legis-

lators was done first, and they were then matched to their most similar racial counterparts

in a most-similar cases design (e.g., an Asian and White legislator matched to an Asian

1Although Adida et al. [2016] test the effect of categorizing Charles Rangel as having Black or Latino
parentage on Black and Latino evaluations of him, experimental approaches do not allow for the probing of
representatives’ own perceptions of racial identity.

2Future work should incorporate regional variation, as the regional context shapes identification patterns
[Brunsma, 2006] [Davenport, 2016b, pg.69-71,73-74], and likely the ways in which race becomes salient in
the legislature.
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legislator and a White legislator) [Gerring, 2007, pg.131].3 Snowball sampling was used

to locate other multiracials [Beamer, 2002, pg.91]. When the same persons were named

after a few interviews, it was assumed all known multiracials in the legislature were located;

snowball sampling also led to one former official. The design accounted for other relevant

variables (e.g., gender, partisanship, and racial composition of districts) and maximized

variation in race [Brown, 2014b, Cameron et al., 1996, Grose, 2011, Lublin, 1999, Rouse,

2013, Swain, 1993].4 This sampling strategy resulted in a total of 13 offices to be inter-

viewed, 6 of which were represented by multiracial legislators.5

Table 4.1 summarizes the sample of offices interviewed.6 They were from the same

party, and two were women. Non-White multiracial legislators were grouped separately

from those identified as White and minority to discern differences between multiracials.

The appendix compares the characteristics of average state legislators to the sample in

this study—this study is not intended to be representative of all state legislators [National

Conference of State Legislatures, 2015a,b].

This research took place in the State Capitol in 2015. While data collected here

3While this strategy imposes identities on legislators to build the sample, this strategy ultimately selects
on racial categorization and explicitly probes racial identity in interviews.

4The relationship between race, legislators’ political outlooks, and district composition is endogenous;
legislators may select into districts in which they believe they will win or that are amenable to multiracial
identity, or select into minority identities as a function of their political views. I do not make strong
assumptions about the direction of causality regarding the relationship between racial identity and legislators’
political views. While imperfect, matching (qualitatively) using observables allows for comparisons while
mitigating endogeneity [Gerring, 2007, Morgan and Winship, 2014]. Because my inferences were based
on observations rather than randomization, I note that causality cannot be measured here (I thank an
anonymous reviewer for this insight). The racial composition of districts was measured by the percentage of
single race non-Anglo minorities using demographic data from the 2010 Census Redistricting Data (Public
Law 94-171) Summary File. Percentages were calculated by summing the percentage of Hispanics, Blacks,
and Asians in the district out of the total population.

5Although the sample is small, previous work in this vein has examined in-depth as few as four legislators
[Richard F. Fenno, 2003].

6For some, close matches on race, gender, party, and district composition did not exist. When first
matches could not be interviewed, I moved on to the next-best match.
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Table 4.1: Sample Characteristics of Legislators Interviewed

Office Race Pct. Minority Interviewees

Asm. Ron Asian and White Over 50% Legislator and Staff (2)
Asm. John Asian Staff (2)

Asm. Michael White Less than 50% Staff (1)
Asm. Joe Asian and White Legislator and Staff (2)
Asm. Carl Asian Legislator and Staff (1)

Asm. Mark Black and White Less than 50% Staff (1)
Asm. Jack Black Less than 50% Legislator

Asm. Nancy White Less than 50% Staff (2)
Asm. Stella Latino and White Staff (3)

Asm. James Latino and White Over 50% Legislator and Staff (1)
Asm. Bobby Latino Staff (1)

Asm. Brian Black and Latino Less than 50% Legislator and Staff (2)
Asm. George Asian and Latino Not in office Legislator

may differ qualitatively from data collected in home districts, race is more likely to become

salient in legislative relationships as legislators from different groups work together here.

Staff were included in interviews to gauge how others perceive legislators, and to triangu-

late information. Due to constraints beyond the researcher’s control, most interviews lasted

fifteen minutes. Because the questionnaire touched on political relationships, pseudonyms

were used.

4.7 Findings

4.7.1 Expectation 1

To evaluate Expectations 1A and 1B, I compare singular White legislators and

non-singular White legislators. Past research suggests that legislators who are not catego-

rized as singularly White may highlight how personal experience with discrimination related
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to their racial background influences their political outlook. If non-White legislators draw

linkages between personal discrimination and their political outlook and White legislators

do not, then Expectation 1A will be supported. The history of racial classification and

exclusion in the United States suggests Expectation 1B, that there will be qualitative dif-

ferences in the nature of discrimination reported, where some may emphasize being treated

as a foreigner, for example, and others may emphasize overt discrimination. Overall, as

anticipated, legislators not classified as White reported personal experiences with discrimi-

nation, and there were differences between non-White legislators.

First, I compare Michael, who is White, and Carl, who is Asian American. Michael’s

interview was consistent with Expectation 1A. Michael, likely because he is not racialized

at all, appeared detached from racial issues, as class informed his politics—not his racial

background, and not how others perceived his race. For example, I was told he represents

”teachers, nurses, farmers, dayworkers, farmworkers.” His legislation thus focused on ad-

dressing the needs of occupational groups in the district.

By contrast, Carl discussed discriminatory experiences that stem from how others

categorized him, further supporting Expectation 1A. Carl explained how being marked as

an ”immigrant,” likely because his phenotype is categorized as ”Asian,” has resulted in

discrimination. People have questioned his loyalty to America: ”people [would] ask me, ’If

there’s a war between the United States and [Asian Country], which side will you be support-

ing?’” However, his immigrant background facilitated relationships with Asian American

constituents. Earlier in his career, he received calls from Asian Americans from all over the

state for assistance with immigration. Moreover, sometimes he personally takes calls from
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constituents speaking an Asian language. In this sense, he was a surrogate representative

for Asian Americans outside his district because of his categorization. While Michael drew

no connection between his race and his politics, Carl’s racial categorization undergirded his

relationships with constituents and case work related to immigration.

Nancy was matched to Stella. An intersectional perspective contends that the

effects of various identities cannot be examined in isolation of one another [Hancock, 2007].

Nancy’s status as a White woman and Stella’s status as a Hispanic and White woman should

have differing consequences for their political views. When asked about Nancy’s racial iden-

tity, one staff member suggested that her race was apparent: ”I think she identifies as a

White female obviously.” Nancy was born and raised in Asia, and she has working knowl-

edge of an Asian language. She was interracially married. Nancy’s unusual background

should have predisposed her to a greater awareness of the policy needs for minorities in

her district. Yet like Michael, her occupational background was more informative for her

policies than her race, as her bills target teachers in her state, and there did not appear

to be an obvious connection between Nancy’s Whiteness and her political outlook. Stella’s

narrative, which I discuss further in Expectation 2, stood in stark contrast to Nancy’s. One

of the major forces in Stella’s work was her close relationship with her Latina mother, and

prior to entering office Stella was very active in community work for Latinos.

Jack’s narrative focused on how others see him, and he described experiences with

discrimination. Jack recalled stories about family members being terrorized by the Ku Klux

Klan. This history shaped his identity as ”race-neutral,” but he qualified his identity, stat-

ing, ”there’s no way [he] can get away from telling people that [he’s] African-American.”
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Because of his appearance, he is racially categorized by others as ’Black,’ as he described

the fear he feels during traffic stops. His experiences, which were related to how others

see him, fueled his priorities as a legislator. He was blunt about who he represents: ”I’m

unapologetic when it comes to Latino and African-American males,” and he was passionate

about preventing recidivism. Although Jack identified as ”race neutral,” he tied the way

others racially categorized him to his political priorities, thus supporting Expectation 1A.

An interview with one of Mark’s staff members did not emphasize specific personal

experiences with discrimination as informative for his political outlook. Mark was located

through snowball sampling, and multiple people in the Capitol mentioned his light skin

and phenotypically ”White” appearance. Mark’s paternal family is African-American; his

maternal family is White, and he identified as equally Black and White. Mark participated

in symbolic acts of representation, such as speaking on the assembly floor to reflect upon

his grandparents’ experiences with racism. Substantively, Mark worked with civil rights

organizations on issues related to police shootings. Additionally, his multiracial identity

has shaped his efforts to allow residents of the state identify as multiracial on state forms.

While Jack emphasized personal experiences shaped by how others viewed him racially,

my interview with Mark’s staff member suggested he chose his identity. Jack’s and Mark’s

narratives were characterized by discussions of Blackness, experience with the police, and

policy priorities related to law enforcement as they related to Black Americans. Overall,

these narratives support Expectation 1B and contrast with those of Asian and Latino leg-

islators, whose experiences were related to immigration.
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4.7.2 Expectation 2

Expectation 2 focuses on the mechanism between racial categorization and political

outlook among multiracial legislators. Theory on descriptive representatives suggests that

legislators from marginalized groups bring shared personal experiences with them to office,

which in turn shapes their work as legislators [Mansbridge, 1999, pg.641]. This view hinges

on legislators being visibly marked as members of marginalized groups. Thus, multiracial

legislators who believe others see them as minorities may rely on personal experiences with

discrimination as informative for their political priorities (Expectation 2A). Alternatively,

some individuals may be mis-categorized based on their appearances, therefore multiracial

legislators may instead rely on chosen racial identities as informative for their political views

if they suggest others view them as racially ambiguous (Expectation 2B).

All but one interview suggests support for Expectation 2B. In this sample, ques-

tions about phenotype were salient for all multiracial legislators, many of whom discussed

how others mis-categorize them, suggesting that these multiracial legislators may not ex-

perience their daily lives as members of the groups with which they identify. For example,

a staff member for Joe discussed how in the past, members of Asian American advocacy

groups have asked if Joe is Asian at all, even though Joe is a member of the Asian/Pacific

Islander (API) Caucus. Although people were confused about his phenotype, Joe identified

as ”Asian Pacific Islander.” He described how his economic background made him more

aware of economic inequalities, but also went on to state that after overcoming economic

disadvantage, his background became an ”advantage, because people can relate to you from

multiple races.” While Joe did not explicitly describe instances of personal experience with
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discrimination, he described how others tend to impose racial categories on him, such as

mistaking him for Latino, suggesting that in various contexts, he might be viewed as Latino,

White, or something else entirely, and not as obviously Asian. Because of his appearance,

Joe may not have the experiences of the ’average Asian American’ in his state. Yet his

narrative suggests that his choice to identify with a pan-ethnic politicized category may be

what drives his approach to politics as a legislator, as one of his staff members noted that

Joe worked as a mediator between the minority caucuses during debates over a particularly

polarizing piece of legislation—affirmative action.

Ron also suggested his appearance was ambiguous, saying, ”people ask me often,

’What ethnicity are you?’” and that people’s perceptions of his appearance tend to depend

on their experiences with diversity. Although Ron is often asked to clarify his background,

he personally identified as a member of his Asian American ethnic group and as ”biracial.”

While he did not describe specific personal experiences with discrimination, he drew on

the experiences of his immigrant mother, and on his parents’ labor activism to express his

commitment to advancing legislation to improve the lives of immigrants in the state. Like

Joe, Ron is not obviously perceived as a member of the group with which he identifies, and

it is his choice to identify as Asian American that appears to link his racial background to

his alleged priorities.

Phenotypic ambiguity was also salient for James. A member of his staff noted that

James ”doesn’t look like your typical Latino,” and James said sometimes others Anglicize

his Spanish surname. Yet, James identified as ’Hispanic,’ and when asked why, he replied

as if the reason were obvious: ”Well I mean because that’s, that’s my blood.” James be-
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lieved that ”because he [doesn’t] look Hispanic,” White constituents may ”feel comfortable

talking to [him],” —tacitly benefiting from his appearance—but that Latinos in his district

trusted him—benefiting from his shared identity. Outside of the legislature, James likely

experiences the world as a White person, but within the legislature, his choice to identify

as Hispanic drives his work as a legislator. He went on to discuss how strongly he felt about

affirmative action and improving educational outcomes for Latinos in the state, perhaps

because of his chosen racial identity, and not necessarily because he has experienced dis-

crimination due to his background.

While I was unable to speak with Stella personally, interviews with her staff sug-

gested her phenotype was debatable. While Staff Member A noted that others probably

perceive her as Latina because of her appearance, Staff Member B suggested that if it were

not for her using a Spanish name, her Latina background would not be obvious. While Staff

Member A stated that ”she strongly identifies with both [of her parents’ backgrounds],” Staff

Member B said, ”she definitely identifies as a Latina.” Her attachment to a Latina identity,

in spite of her appearance, likely translated into efforts to support Latinos. Stella’s work as

a legislator has focused on helping immigrants gain access to services in the state. It is pos-

sible that the motivating force in her behavior was her chosen Latina identity, as comments

about her ambiguous appearance suggest that she may not have the same experiences as

average Latinas throughout the state.

Brian’s interview was more consistent with Expectation 2A. While other mul-

tiracial legislators did not describe personal experiences with discrimination that affected

their work, Brian’s interview suggested his actual lived experiences shaped his priorities.
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Brian identified as ”Black, African-American,” and as ”African-American of [Hispanic eth-

nic group] descent.” Yet he qualified his identification with his lived experience:

”But I am... a dark-skinned person... I’ve grown up in communities that at
one time...were 100% African-American...I feel like I’ve had...some of the tradi-
tional...urban city African-American experience.”

Brian’s narrative differed from the other multiracial legislators in that he explicitly

connected his phenotype to the experiences of the group with which he identified, suggest-

ing that much of his life has been shaped by living the world as an African-American male.

Brian’s focus is on children of color in his district and his concern for the issues they face

regarding poor health, unemployment, and homelessness, he stated, ”I’m sure that it is

not...an accident that...as a person of African American and Latino descent...I care deeply

about the experiences of African-Americans and immigrants.” While the other multira-

cial legislators suggested their appearances were so ambiguous they could be mistaken for

members of other groups, Brian’s description suggests he viewed his racial background, not

necessarily his chosen identity, as a structural constraint on his issue priorities. Although

Brian did not describe specific instances of experience with discrimination, his narrative

suggests that for him, having the ”traditional urban city African-American experience” is

more informative for his political outlook, and because of his appearance he is not neces-

sarily mistaken for a member of another group, and does not necessarily have the freedom

to choose his identity.
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4.7.3 Expectation 3

Expectation 3A was that multiracial legislators would generally report negative ex-

periences within the legislature regarding their relationships with other groups compared to

monoracials. Relative to monoracial legislators, if multiracial legislators report experiencing

questions of authenticity or ostracizing because they are multiracial, Expectation 3A will

be supported. For Expectation 3B, I expect to find differences in self-reports of experiences

in the legislature between multiracial legislators of different racial combinations. If multira-

cials who are also Black report qualitatively different experiences than other multiracials

in the legislature, such as some feeling less able to assert their identities than others, then

Expectation 3B will be supported.

Although phenotype was salient for non-Black multiracial-Asian and multiracial-

Latino legislators, their experiences in the legislature did not appear markedly different

from their monoracial counterparts, providing little evidence to support Expectation 3A.

Both sets of legislators freely expressed their identities without social or political ramifi-

cations in the legislature. For example, in spite of questions about phenotype, Joe freely

asserted his identity as ”Asian.” Like Joe, Ron reported no issues declaring his identity

in the legislature. When asked about his time in office, George enjoyed belonging to the

Latino Caucus and also belonging to the API Caucus, and he could not recall a time when

his multiracial background became relevant for discussion with colleagues in the legislature.

Although a former staff member noted concerns about where his loyalties would lie if a

Latino and an Asian ran for the same office, his position was generally accepted. James’s

response to questions about his experience in the legislature illustrated his ability to assert
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his chosen identity: ”Everybody up here knows that I’m a Latino Caucus member. It’s

pretty irrelevant that I’m half [White Ethnic Group].”

Interviews with multiracial-Black legislators suggested they encountered issues,

though not necessarily negative, surrounding their identities, supporting Expectation 3A,

and the narratives revealed qualitative differences from non-Black multiracials, supporting

Expectation 3B. Mark’s White phenotype complicated his ability to declare his multiracial

identity and shaped his relationships in the legislature early on. Jack explained that Mark’s

endorsement from the Black Caucus was characterized by confusion:

”We said, ’We only endorse Black candidates.’ He said, ’I’m Black.’ And we
said, ’No you’re not.’ ...we asked him, ’So are you Black or are you White?’ He
said ’I’m neither.’”

Mark’s fair skin and the historical context of the ”one-drop” rule added a layer of

complexity to the endorsement process [Davis, 1991]. Ultimately, Mark’s entrance into the

Black Caucus began with a conversation about the desire to embrace the backgrounds of

both parents, and about the idea of racial identity as a choice [Masuoka, 2011, 2008]. Still,

whereas Jack perceived an inability to ”transcend” Blackness, Mark had to prove that his

biracial identity was not a rejection of Blackness.

Brian’s experiences in the legislature also stood out. Brian dealt with questions

surrounding Blackness and caucus membership, as he was in both the Black and Latino

Caucuses. Likely because of his phenotype, people in the Capitol have questioned his posi-

tion in the Latino Caucus. Even though the state has a large multiracial population, people

could not comprehend that he was Latino because his phenotype was predominantly read

as ”Black.” Whereas Mark had to defend his Blackness against questions about his White

phenotype, Brian must defend his Latino background because of his Black phenotype. In
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recognition of the implications of Brian’s membership to both caucuses, Brian managed his

relationships to avoid being perceived as a ”double agent.” However, Brian had not had any

negative experiences, and he viewed his caucus membership as advantageous.

In summary, the themes that emerged from interviews with legislators and their

staff suggested that relative to monoracial legislators, multiracials’ experiences were not

necessarily negative, but phenotype was salient for all multiracial legislators, providing lit-

tle support for Expectation 3A. There was some support for Expectation 3B, as multiracial

legislators who were not Black had more latitude in asserting their identities and did not

report complications to their minority caucus memberships.

4.8 Discussion and Conclusion

In this study, I used in-depth interviews to assess the connections legislators drew

between race and their work. Legislators classified as White drew few connections between

their race and their priorities as a legislator, while those not considered White connected

personal experiences with discrimination to their jobs. I explored the extent to which mul-

tiracial legislators drew on personal experiences or chosen identities to inform their work.

These interviews suggest that state legislators who were perceived as racially ambiguous

chose to identify with a particular group, which shaped their political outlooks. I found

that multiracial-Black legislators were not afforded the same freedom to assert their iden-

tities as non-Black multiracial legislators. The findings suggest that racial categorization

remains a powerful force for legislators’ experiences, while some are afforded a choice of
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identity that is not challenged by others.

Scholars have explored the potential for multiracialism to change racial discourse

in the United States and ultimately free minorities from hypodescent [Daniel, 2001, pg.175]

[Hochschild et al., 2012, pg.11]. Although multiracial identification is high among Black

elected officials [Hardy-Fanta et al., 2013, pg.12], some evidence suggests that multiracial-

Black people face barriers to asserting their identities [Lee and Bean, 2010, pg.130-131].

This research indicates that multiracial-Black officials in particular may grapple with the

legacy of the ”one-drop” rule within legislative institutions, in spite of the rise of multiracial

identification [Davis, 1991].

All limitations of small samples aside, these findings have three implications. First,

scholars have understood ethnicity as something that is passed down rather than chosen

[Chandra, 2006, pg.398] [Fearon and Laitin, 2000, pg.8]. Yet these multiracial cases illus-

trate that individuals may lack attributes that provide ”information about an individual’s

ethnic categories” [Chandra, 2006, pg.399]. Someone whose attributes are observed to be

”White,” or someone who has a White parent, may still identify as ”Black.” These cases

support notions of racial or ethnic identity as a choice [Masuoka, 2011, 2008, Davenport,

2016b,a]. Legislators who might be categorized as ”White,” still identified as minorities and

advocated for them. These legislators would have been ignored by relying on appearance

to sample minority legislators. These findings highlight the importance of separating racial

categorization from racial identity in studies of descriptive representatives, and explicitly

probing identity.

Second, theorists have discussed what constitutes the normatively ideal descrip-
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tive representative [Dovi, 2002]. This research raises questions about what constitutes a

legitimately descriptive representative. Many Americans may claim multiracial ancestry,

and some multiracial people are seen by others as ”White” [Davis, 1991][Pew, 2015, pg.41].

Scholars might consider whether a representative who ”looks White” but claims a non-

White identity truly qualifies as a descriptive representative—she might have the social

relationships required to be an ideal representative [Dovi, 2002, pg.735], but she lacks the

physical characteristics that might impact how others treat her, and likely lacks the dis-

criminatory experiences relevant to representation [Mansbridge, 1999, pg.641].

Third, the minority caucuses serve as institutional mechanisms to represent racial

minority groups [Minta and Sinclair-Chapman, 2013]. While a politically meaningful ”mul-

tiracial caucus” is unlikely [Hochschild and Weaver, 2010, pg.752][Lee, 2008], this research

suggests minimal evidence that multiracial legislators may serve as bridges between minor-

ity caucuses in the future, and will not necessarily abandon their minority counterparts. Yet

these findings suggest that as legislative bodies become more diverse, some racial lines may

become more rigid, akin to what Lee and Bean [2010] discuss in their book, The Diversity

Paradox: Immigration and the Color Line in 21st Century America. For example, in 2010,

Congressman Steve Cohen (D-TN), citing his majority-Black district, sought to join the

Congressional Black Caucus (CBC) and was told that membership was ”reserved for black

members of Congress” [Perry Bacon, 2010]. More recently, Adriano Espaillat’s (D-NY) at-

tempt to join the CBC suggests that his identity as a ”Latino of African descent” may have

raised questions about whether he qualified as a Black representative and for subsequent

CBC membership [Caygle, 2017]. Still, members of Congress who are not phenotypically
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Black, but have Black ancestry and identify as such (e.g., G.K. Butterfield (D-NC)) hold

leadership positions with the CBC [Butterfield, 2017]. At the state level, The Sacramento

Bee recently reported that the California Senate President Pro Tem Kevin de León, who

has long identified as Latino, actually has a Chinese father and added the ”de” to his name

when he was younger [Cadelago, 2017a]. A week after his story was released, de León

accepted membership to the California Asian/Pacific Islander Caucus [Cadelago, 2017b].

Together, these cases suggest that while more fluid racial identities are gaining acceptance,

there may be limits to elites’ abilities to use race strategically within legislative institutions,

and those limits may depend on the legitimacy granted to them by the minority caucuses.

In his autobiography, Adam by Adam (2002), former Congressman Adam Clay-

ton Powell recalled being bullied by both White and Black children because of his racially

ambiguous appearance, noting that this experience prompted him to realize that ”it’s not

the color of your skin but the way you think that makes you what you are” [Adam Clay-

ton Powell, 2002, pg.24]. For some of the multiracial legislators in this study, this was

certainly the case. Still, qualifications for membership to the minority caucuses may come

to be defined by an individual’s declaration of ancestry and claimed racial identity, as well

as others’ acceptance of a representative’s racial identity, prompting us to reconsider how

we determine who ”counts” as a ”descriptive” representative.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

”I don’t think you can consider the issue of mixed race outside of the issue of race...and I

do think that racial relations have improved somewhat...and I think that to the extent that

people of mixed race are part of those larger movements and those larger concerns...then I

think they can serve as a useful bridge between cultures...what I am always cautious about

is persons of mixed race focusing so narrowly on their own unique experiences that they’re

detached from larger struggles...I think it’s important to try to avoid that sense of exclu-

sivity and feeling that you are special in some way.” —Barack Obama, 20051

This dissertation considered how individual life experiences, sociopolitical institu-

tions, and intergroup processes shape how the media portrays multiracial candidates and

elected officials, how they attempt to present themselves, how voters evaluate them, and

once elected, how they view their identities within a legislative setting. I argued that

1From the film Chasing Daybreak by the MAVIN Foundation [Gong, 2014].
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others’ perceptions of multiracial officials and their perceptions of themselves can only

be understood from the multiple contexts of their constitutive racial backgrounds, where

multiracial-Black officials may face particular constraints to asserting their identities—and

having their identities accepted—that non-Black multiracials may not face. I found support

for this claim in the preceding three empirical chapters.

In my reading of over 6,000 news articles on multiracial elected officials, I found

that while reporters rarely discussed these officials’ racial backgrounds, when race was dis-

cussed, there were clear differences between multiracials: multiracial-Black candidates and

officials faced questions of racial authenticity and parentage, while non-Black multiracial

elected officials freely shifted their identities without social consequences, and in some cases,

were celebrated as physically representing the diversity of an entire state. This is an indi-

cation of the continued legacy of anti-miscegenation and the one-drop rule for multiracial-

Black officials, in that society continues to police their identities [Davis, 1991].

Building upon the themes in the second chapter, in the third chapter, I tested

whether mentioning a candidate’s multiracial background caused variation in the proba-

bility of voting for the multiracial candidate. I conducted a conjoint survey experiment

of White, Black, Asian, and Hispanic respondents and accounted for numerous candidate

attributes that are correlated with race, including partisan affiliation. While the experi-

ment detected no significant differences between multiracials and their racial counterparts,

nor significant differences between multiracials with shared backgrounds (e.g., Asian and

White vs. Black and Asian), the estimates suggest that non-Black voters tend to prefer

multiracial-Black candidates less than other multiracial candidates. These findings suggest
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boundaries of support for multiracial candidates as descriptive representatives, where non-

Black voters are less moved to support a co-racial candidate who is also Black.

In qualitative interviews with 13 legislative offices that matched multiracial leg-

islators to their monoracial counterparts in terms of race, gender, partisan affiliation, and

legislative district racial composition, I found that legislators placed varying degrees of em-

phasis on personal experiences or chosen identities to inform their legislative work. Mans-

bridge [1999, pg.641] argues that descriptive representatives draw on shared experiences

with marginalized groups—in the case of race, with discrimination—to legislate for minor-

ity groups, but I find that multiracial state legislators in this study, especially those whose

phenotypes were racially ambiguous and whose lived experiences were different from the

”average” person of color, consciously chose to identify as persons of color, which they

linked to their political orientations. Yet, as with my content analysis of news coverage of

multiracial officials, multiracial-Black legislators faced questions of racial loyalty and au-

thenticity within the legislature that other multiracial legislators did not. Together, these

three chapters illustrate the continued relevance and lingering impact of the one-drop rule

for multiracial elites.

The findings from this research raise questions for further research. Does mul-

tiracial identification affect the political representation of minority groups? Are multiracial

representatives any different from their racial counterparts in terms of policy responsiveness?

Although a definite number of all multiracial legislators is unknown and the known popu-

lation is too small to detect significant differences between multiracials and other groups,

this research suggests some preliminary hypotheses. Multiracial elected officials are not
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necessarily ”post-racial” as those who hold multiracials as the key to solving race rela-

tions might believe, nor are they focused ”narrowly on their own unique experiences” as

Obama warned against when speaking to multiracial youth in the film Chasing Daybreak

by the MAVIN Foundation [Gong, 2014], an organization that celebrates multiracial her-

itage [MAVIN Foundation, 2006]. Quite the contrary—the elected officials I spoke with

were highly race conscious and vocal advocates of advancing policy to benefit minority

constituents. Of course, such narratives may be because multiracial identification may be

correlated with also being a Democrat [Davenport et al., 2015, pg.28]. Future work should

collect data on racial identity among state legislators to have an accurate count of those

willing to identify as such and to detect differences between multiracial and monoracial

legislators.

In terms of responsiveness, measured by roll-call voting or bill introduction and

sponsorship, major differences between multiracials and their racial counterparts, espe-

cially their minority counterparts, are unlikely due to the correlation between elite mul-

tiracial identification and partisanship, among other correlations [Grose, 2011, pg.50]. If

representational differences do exist between multiracial legislators, they are likely to exist

in symbolic terms that multiracial legislators may dictate alone without other constraints

[Grose, 2011, pg.25]. Future research may consider differences in symbolic appeals to dif-

ferent constituencies on Twitter, websites, and during floor speeches. This research found

that multiracial identification may have ramifications for interpersonal relationships within

the legislature, and there may also be subtle differences in the extent to which, and the

ways in which, multiracial legislators interact with their colleagues. Future work might
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consider whether the issues I found here generalize to other state contexts, as well as con-

sider quantifiable outcomes, such as with whom multiracial legislators eat lunch, get coffee,

or share jokes and memes via text and email—behaviors that indicate close interpersonal

relationships that may bear on their ability to coordinate with other groups and pass their

bills.

This research raises another question about the extent to which a candidate’s phe-

notype and claimed identity may affect how voters evaluate multiracial candidates. Studies

that engage phenotype and evaluations of minority candidates tend to model a candidate’s

face, as in his actual facial features, as consistent with his race, focusing instead on ma-

nipulating skin tone [Lerman et al., 2015, Weaver, 2012, Terkildsen, 1993]. However, the

cases discussed in this research suggest that multiracial elites may confuse others with their

ambiguous phenotypes and claims to identities that are inconsistent with predominant un-

derstandings of how ”Asians” or ”Blacks” or ”Hispanics” present phenotypically. Future

research may consider how voters react to candidates who lay claims to racial identities

that clash with their phenotypes.

Thinking more broadly about the American racial order, scholars have pointed

to two directions in which the United States is headed. Bonilla-Silva [2004, pg.933] has

argued that the United States is en route to a tri-racial hierarchy, in which lighter skinned

minorities, including ”some” multiracials, may acquire ”White” stature and climb the racial

hierarchy, while darker skinned minorities will be located at the bottom as the ”collective

Black” group. In a similar—but perhaps more stark—vein, Yancey [2003, pg.13] has put

forth the ”alienation thesis,” arguing that non-Black racial minorities are acquiring social
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Whiteness that African-Americans have not been permitted to acquire, calling on us to

instead to understand the future of American race relations in terms of who is Black. Pat-

terns of multiracial identification may ultimately support such a thesis [Davenport, 2016a,

pg.64], which may have ramifications for multiracial elites. This work suggests multiracial

elites may occupy a social and political position that stands between multiple racial groups,

where they can select into particular racial categories when it is politically advantageous

to do so. Still, the ability of elites to self-select into different groups will be constrained

by how others—co-racial legislative colleagues and co-racial constituents—define particular

racial identities, where multiracial-Black elites are particularly constrained from moving

freely between categories.

What are the implications of these findings for multiracial elites’ use of race as

a political resource? Scholars of ethnicity have taken two approaches to conceptualizing

ethnic identity and its role in human behavior, which McKay [1982] neatly summarizes:

a primordial conceptualization and a mobilizationist conceptualization. While the former

views ethnic identity as innate and overwhelming enough to cause group conflict through

generations, the latter views ethnic identity as political phenomena, and as something that

is activated to pursue group interests [McKay, 1982, pg.398,399]. This research suggests

that mulitiracial elites may use race for strategic purposes, but they will face social con-

straints in their ability to legitimately claim particular identities—social constraints rooted

in the history of racial classification and exclusion in the United States [Masuoka and Junn,

2013]. This research has shown that others’ validations of multiracial elites’ choices are

important to the narratives they craft for themselves in the press and in the legislature.
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Chapter 6

Appendix

Table A1: Characteristics of State Legislators in 2015

2015 NCSL (N=7,383)

Race
8.6% Black, 4.8% Hispanic,
1.3% Asian/Pacific Islander, 81.7% White

Gender 24% Women

Source: National Conference of State Legislatures [2015a,b]
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Figure A1: Effects of Candidate Attributes on Vote Choice: White Respondents (1)

   Hispanic and White

   Hispanic

   Black and White

   Black and Hispanic

   Black and Asian

   Black

   Asian and White

   Asian and Hispanic

   Asian
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   (Baseline = Born in the U.S.)
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   (Baseline = Liberal)

Ideology:

   Female

   (Baseline = Male)

Gender:

   Served in Congress

   Served in City Council

   (Baseline = Served in the State Legislature)

Experience:

−.1 0 .1
Change in Pr(Preferred Candidate)

White Respondents, White Reference Candidate
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Figure A2: Effects of Candidate Attributes on Vote Choice: White Respondents (2)
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Figure A3: Effects of Candidate Attributes on Vote Choice: White Respondents (3)
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Figure A4: Effects of Candidate Attributes on Vote Choice: White Respondents (4)

   White
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   Black and White
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Figure A5: Effects of Candidate Attributes on Vote Choice: Black Respondents (1)
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Black Respondents, White Reference Candidate
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Figure A6: Effects of Candidate Attributes on Vote Choice: Black Respondents (2)
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Figure A7: Effects of Candidate Attributes on Vote Choice: Black Respondents (3)
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Figure A8: Effects of Candidate Attributes on Vote Choice: Black Respondents (4)
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Figure A9: Effects of Candidate Attributes on Vote Choice: Hispanic Respondents (1)
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Figure A10: Effects of Candidate Attributes on Vote Choice: Hispanic Respondents (2)
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Figure A11: Effects of Candidate Attributes on Vote Choice: Hispanic Respondents (3)
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Figure A12: Effects of Candidate Attributes on Vote Choice: Hispanic Respondents (4)
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Figure A13: Effects of Candidate Attributes on Vote Choice: Asian Respondents (1)
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Figure A14: Effects of Candidate Attributes on Vote Choice: Asian Respondents (2)
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Figure A15: Effects of Candidate Attributes on Vote Choice: Asian Respondents (3)
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Figure A16: Effects of Candidate Attributes on Vote Choice: Asian Respondents (4)
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